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GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST
PORTLAND HEAD
Miss Elizabeth Sterling of Tor
rington Point Peaks Island was re
cently overnight guest at the home
of the Sterlings at the Light.
Mr and Mrs. Edward D. Hilt of
Bath were recent callers on the
Hilts.
Mrs Clyde Grant, daughters
Patricia and Earlene. Miss Erdine
D Hocking and Miss N. H. Kinney
of St. George arrived here Tuesday
for a visit with the Hilts.
Mrs R T. Sterling was in Port
land on business Wednesday last
week.
Clyde V. Grant. UB.C.G., sta
tioned at a camp in Massachusetts,
arrived last Friday at the home of
the Hilts where he joined his fam
ily for the week-end.
Mrs. R. T. Sterling was dinner
guest at the home of Mrs. Charles
Wallace, Cape Elizabeth, recently.
Arthur Harlow of South Portland,
was guest Saturday of R. T. Ster
ling.
The Sterlings and Mrs. Hilt called
Monday on Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Sterling. Jr Robert Jr. went huntj ing and brought home a deer so
the above mentioned decided to go
I and inspect the animal.
They
passed a verdict of “swell,” but just
wait until they get a luscious bite.
dustry stands firmly behind him in
any decision he may make. The
I synthetic program is being pushed
i with all possible speed. Buna S.
rubber will be made from both
petroleum and grain alcohol but no
discussion as to the relative merits
of the two processes is going to de
lay the program as now laid out.
“Wcrk is being rushed in Cali
fornia on the guayule program.
Nurseries are being conducted in
Indio and Oceanside and others will
’ scon be started in the San Joaquin
Valley Authority has been grant
ed to erect 56 additional extraction
mills and permission to build 40
more soon will be asked. The grow
ing time has been cut from four
years to two and the seed bottle
neck has been broken.
"So in the rubber situation today
there ls a ray of light. It is grati
fying to the General Tire dealer
that his company should have had
such an active part in formulating
this program.

NORTH HAVEN
Rev. and Mrs. Henry’ P Huse.
r formerly of this town, have reI ceived word of the birth of a
grandson. John Felton Huse. born
to John Rodney and Marjorie
i Huse > Coffin Oct. 30 in Bangor.

Entered as 8econd Class Mali Matter
*7 The Courler-Oasette, 405 Main St.

Scrap, And More Scrap

Found Dead In Home
Unclaimed Papers In Mail
Box Led To Discovery Of
Waldoboro Man’s
Demise
Wilbur P. Stratton, 77, was found
dead in his home in Waldoboro
Thursday night. Dr. Joseph E.
Odiome of Whitefield, medical ex
aminer. pronounced death dues to
natural causes.
The rural mail carrier discovered
Thursday that the daily papers for
that day and Wednesday had not
been removed from Mr. Stratton’s
mail box. He notified the neigh
bors and LaForrest Mank and Jo
siah Jameson with Sheriff Ralph
Miller gained entrance to the house
through a second story window and
found Mr. Stratton's body lying ,
across the bed. He had been
stricken after putting on his night
cothes.
He had been a resident of the

MOTOR CORPS DANCE
THOMASTON

Watts Hall, Friday, Nov. 131
8.30 o’clock
Doug Vinal’s Orchestra

103-104

Holiday Beano
I. O. O. F. HALL

Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

Wednesday, Nov. 11, at 8

YOUR

MARATHON $5.00

Good Prizes and Refreshments
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TONIGHT

MIDNIGHT SHOW
11.30 P. M.

TEL. 721

442 MAIN ST,

leave their farms for jobs in defense plants
where unskilled workers are getting more in a few months
than some hard-working, highly-skilled farmers expect to
earn in a lifetime. Thousands of farm people have gone to
factories. Nobody can blame them, but everybody ought to
respect those who stay on their farms, producing Food for
Victory. They know it’s no way to make money, but they
know that, if too many farmers leave the land, there won’t
be any Victory. So they stay at work. All they ask is some
assurance that they can continue to stay at work under in
flationary conditions forced on them by rises in industrial
wages.

Economists don’t associate farm prices with inflation.
That sort of talk has come from politicians. Prof. W. I. Myers,
of Cornell University, internationally known authority on ,
agricultural finance, and former Governor of the Farm Credit
Administration, says: “The buying power of factory workers
is nearly doubled since 1914, but the buying power of farm
product* is just getting back to where it was in 1814. The
buying power of the factory wage earner is about twice what
it was in 1914, while the buying power of the farmer has only
recently reached what it was in 1814.”
American farmers don’t care to become war profiteers. If
they did, they wouldn’t be farming these days. They want a
price level wjiich will maintain production to meet the food
needs of America and the United Nations. Unless they get it.
America and the United Nations will be the sufferers.—From
the Agricultural Bulletin.

town for 56 years, and leaves two CAMDEN LAUNCHING TODAY
sisters and two brothers. Funeral
Camden has its sixth launching
services were held at the home Sat
of
the year at 12.30 this afternoon.
urday at 2 p. m-. Rev. J. C. Collind.
pastor of the Methodist Church of The craft (A.P.C. 5ft) will be
Interment was in Rural sponsored by Miss Barbara L. Pit
man of Bath, and included ln the
launching party will be Mr. and
Horseshoes of Kentucky Derby Mrs. Frank H. Reinoehi and Miss
winners for the past 13 years have Dolly Goodwin.
been contributed to scrap.
The total volume of all-purpose
originated
in
anration books would fill 128 freight
The sun dial
cars.
cient Chladea.

cemetery.

FIXING

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

If American farmers really wanted to

FARMERS
profiteer, they wouldn’t bother to fight for
ARE NOT
higher prices. If American farmers want
PROFITEERS ed to make money during this war. they’d

ficiating.

RADIO
NEEDS

NOVEMBER 11, 1918

Held In Superior Court For
President E. C. Payson,
President Of the Bar

WANTED
ACTION

LUCKY GAME $11.00
Door Price $25.00 War Bond

WHEN

and lamenting the apparent inaction of
Yankee troops, big things have been in the
making and they had their culmination
Sunday when our forces swarmed ashore and capture^ the
city of Algiers, the important French Naval Base. Re
sistance would have been worse than useless, because of the
support accorded the invaders by American planes and
American warships. Capitulation was approved by Admiral
Darlan, whose fate was unknown when these lines were writ
ten. Night fall found the Yankees dominating many miles of
Mediterranean coast facing the Axis, three airports being in
cluded in the territory seized. News of the coup has oc
casioned great enthusiasm here at home, coming as it does
on top of the continued British successes in Egypt, where, lt Is
said, Gen. Rommel has only 20,000 fighters left from his vast
once conquering host.
Supporters of the Allied Nations
have been clamoring for action and it begins to look as though
they—and the Axis—are going to see it.

ROCKLAND, MB.

FIMINS

ARMISTICE DANCE
COMMUNITY BUILDING

GEORGE MONTGOMERY
JINN RUTHERFORD
-GLENN MILLER
ANO HIS BAND

Wednesday Night, November 11
8.30 F. M.

Benefit Athletic Association
ADMISSION 25c, 15c
103-lt
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LYNN BARI
CAROLE LANDIS
CESAR ROMERO
RriUtGlawt-lanilitt
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THOMASTON CITIZENS

CLEANUP SCRAP DRIVE
SUNDAY, NOV. 15

sftKl

DOORS OPEN 10.45 P. M.
ALL SEATS 50c (Ux incL)
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L W. Pickett, In Business Here Exactly 25

Years, Disposes Of It To Alwin French
Local
business circles will be ett has been president of Chandler’s
much surprised today to learn of band for the past six years, and
the retirement of Louis W. Fickett for 15 years has played the cornet
as proprietor of the Maine Music or the French horn, the latter in
Company. Twenty-five years here, strument being his favorite. He is
and 25 years with the Portia no a charter member of the Musi
Hrm of Cressey & Allen in the clans' Union.
same line of business. It adds up
“Amongst Masons, Mr. Pickett Js
to half a century of service whicn known all over the State. He is a
Mr. Pickett has found extremely member of Ancient Landmark
congenial, and, as he expressed it Lodge; Greenleaf Chapter, Port
to a Courier-Gazette reporter yes land Council, Portland Commandterday, “I feel that the 50 years ery, Knights Templar; Maine Con
have been very successful and en sistory 32d Degree, andi Kora
joyable.”
Temple, Mystic Shrine; he is also
November Ten!
a member of the Kiwanis Club and
A day of coincidences in the life the Maine Charitable Mechanics
of Louis W. Pickett, for on that (Association.
date in 1892 he entered the employ
“Mr. Fickefct’s departure from
of Cressey & Allen; on that date Portland will be universally re
ln 1917 he took over the Maine gretted, but Rockland will adopt
Music Store; and on that date (sc one of the cleanest and brightest
day) he has turned the business young business men in the State.”
over to Alwin French, who will The praise which the Portland
continue to conduct it along mod newspaper bestowed upon Mr.
em lines.
Pickett when he left that city has
The gold watch which Mr. Fick- been amply justified during his
ett still carries—and which he will quarter-century of existence here
continue to carry to the end) of his ,
Rockland, in the course of which
days—was presented to him by he and the members of his fine
Cressey & Allen ‘in appreciation of family (one member of which is
25 years of fait\fui service.”
now in the armed forces) have
When Mr Pickett came to leave made a most happy impression
■Portland 25 vea"s ego the Press upon this community.
Herald said of him:
When Mr. Fickett took over the
Mr. Fickett is leaving the em Maine Music Store it was located
ploy of the Cressey and Allen on the corner of Main and Lime
Company to '*nter business for rock streets being completely de
himself. It was a co-incidence that stroyed in the memorable con
Mr. Flckett quit his duties at the flagration which swept from FarCressey and Allen Company just 25 well Opera House to the Limerock
years to a day from the time that street corner
Successive moves
he entered the employ of the firm found! the firm established in the
when a boy in Deering High School. Bicknell building, in the store now
In recent years he has been at the occupied by Benjamin Segal (for
head of the Victrcla department, mer home of the Rockland Trust
and has sold hundreds of these Company) and in it$ present quar
musical machines in Western ters, which had previously been oc
Maine. Mr. Pickett’s popularity is cupied by the Norcross drug store.
not confined' to the musical trade. When Mr. Fickett took possession
His friends are legion, and he was of the last named store it had been
never known to have an enemy equipped with a new front, and
even amongst his greatest rivals in many alterations had been made
the business.
to satisfy the demands of the new
A talented musician. Mr. Pick- business which it was to shelter.
Mr. Fickett yesterday had no
statement to make concerning his
Free Social Party
future plans, but those who know
his ambitions and active nature
ARMISTICE NIGHT
doubt that he will be content with
mere retirement, as richly as he has
ELKS HOME
earned it. Whatever conclusion
ELKS AND GUESTS FREE
he
reaches it will have the benedic
Knick-Knack Lunch, Real Music
tion of countless friends.
DANCING
The new proprietor, Alwin S.

Wednesday, November 11

Comb Over Tour Homes Again I
Scrap Will Be Collected From the Curbing
If Scrap is too heavy for handling, call—

200 or 175 or 129-3

MAINE MUSIC STORE SOLD

ARMISTICE VICTORY BALL

Begins at 1.00 P. M.

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
Sponsored by Motor Corps

BUD CLARK AND ORCHESTRA

On. the closing day of Knox
County Superior Court memorial
services were held for the late Ed
ward C. Payson, who was not only
a longtime member of the Knox
Bar, but at the time of his death
its president. Members of the
family and the Rockland Rotary
Club, of which Mr. Payson was a
valued member, were present.
Tributes to the deceased were
paid briefly, but eloquently by Gil
ford B. Butler, who succeeds Judge
Payson as president of the Bar
and by Judge Elisha W. Pike.
As chairman of the committee
on resolutions Frank H- Ingra
ham said in part:
“For over 40 years, following my
admission to the Bar, Judge Payson and I practiced our profession
in Rockland and I found him
worthy opponent in the trial of
cases. Oun offices were in ad
joining suites for several years
and he was the Probate Judge
when I was Register of Probate
sc that I know him well and our
friendship was firmly established
“Brother Payson served as City
Solicitor of Rockland for five oneyear terms and three two-year
terms, and was elected1 Judge of
Probate for Knox County, remain
ing in that position for two foui’year terms. He was aways a
staunch Democrat in politics,
was a member of the Universalist
Church, and of the local Masonic
bodies, having “been through the
chairs” of these organizations, cul
minating in his election as Emi
nent Commander of Claremont
Commandery, Knights Templar.
“He was a valued member of
the Rockland Rotary Club and was
elected president of the Knox Bar
Association, following the death of
the late J. H. Montgomery. He
was always much interested in
athletic sports, notably baseball
and football, and was a loyal sup
porter of such local and school ac
tivities.
“He filled the responsible posi
tion of Receiver of the Rockland
National Bank after it became a
closed bank in 1933. and served as
director of the First National
Bank of Rockland from the time
of its organization until his death ”
Justice Edward P. Murray, in
responding for the Court, said
that he had known Brother Payson many years and that he was
one of the first attorneys of the
Knox Bar with whom he became
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The Black Cat

(By The Roving Reporter)
Belfast is all pepped up because
scientists have declared that the
up-Bay city will be in the path of
the sun’s total eclipse July 20. 1963.
Some of us may get a bit impatient
before that time, but the incident
furnishes a double column head
line on the front page of our es
teemed' contemporary, the Belfast
Journal.

] Tax Collector Carl Nelson w-as a
: very busy man Saturday afternoon,
putting on cutside windows when
along blew a sportsman who needs
must have a poll tax receipt be
fore he could obtain a hunting
license. “It's a go.” said Carl, "if
you will loan me your truck to go
to the City Building, and lend a
hand with those windows while I
am gone.” The sportsman, with
a view to getting a big bag of game
that afternoon promptly assented
The co-operative plan worked to
perfection, for when Collector
Nelson returned with the receipt,
he found three windows on.

A South Warren reader writes:
“What is so odd about women
operating a filling station? In an
swer to your article on the Rock
land woman just starting. I would
like to say that in our town, South
Warren, we have had a woman gas
Nobody in Rockland was more
station attendant for the past 12
interested in the American inva
years. Who is next?
sion of Algiers than Nathan BerShortage of wagon and harness liawsky, proprietor of the Thorn
makers and horseshoeing facilities dike Hotel, who visited that country
is impeding increased use of horse- while serving in the first World
drawn vehicles, the Department of War, and became much interested
Commerce says.
Page Sheriff in its people and customs.
Ludwick.
One year ago; Job H Montgom
The story as told to me concerns ery, president of the Knox Bar
a hunting exploit in which “Chick” Association, died at the age of 90
Spear, Line McRae and Ed Boody years—Mine Sweeprr Valor was
comprised the cast of characters. launched at the Snow Shipyards—
The big woods had yielded1 them no The Knox County Petroleum In
game so they went bird hunting dustries ' Commission
organized
and were thus engaged when Line with Carl O. Borgerson as chair
scared up a deer. Shouting to his man—Rockland High closed its
companions some distance away, he season by beating Crosby High 27
exclaimed;
to 0—Esten W. Porter, formerly of
“'Praise the Lord, and change Rockland, died in New York.----your ammunition!”
Fire in St. George destroyed Har
Boody was a bit late in making old Watts’ barn together with 15
the necessary transfer, but Chick head of cattle and 40 tons of hay—
was on the job and brought down Among the deaths: Camden, Al
his quarry with a hastiliy substi bert A. Wentworth. 77; Ash Point.
tuted shell. And on good authority Edward Sjoblom, 64; Camden,
tt is said that his shout of triumph Mrs. Harriet Barbour, 83; Rock
French, is well qualified to conduct could have been heard exactly ville, Leslie Lamson, 80; Whitman,
Mass.. Mrs. Fred Hartford, 77this fine old enterprise.
Mr- three miles.
French is a well rounded and
thoroughly trained) musician with acquainted andi so far as he could
In Municipal Court
a wealth of experience as a per remember, the only one with whom
Benjamin P. Boynton of Rock
former, teacher and director. He he had' been associated in a case.
took a four year course at the New He said that from his own experi land was before Recorder Harding
England Conservatory of Music and ence he could unhesitatingly say in special session Thursday at the
has never allowed his love of music that the virtues o f the departed Court House, charged with as
to grow inactive.
This great brother had not been exaggerated sault and battery in Rockland,
knowledge* of the whole field of one iota. I therefore order Mr. Aug. 26 He pleaded “not guilty,”
music will standi him in good stead Clerk that these resolutions be ac but probable cause was found and
cepted and placed upon the records he was bound over to the Febru
now.
It is as a radio engineer and of the court and that a copy cer ary berm of Superior Court. Bail
service expert that Mr. French has tified) by the Clerk of Courts of this was set at $1000.
Henry I. Miner of Thomaston
gained his widest acquaintance County be sent to the family of
however. He has been actively en the deceased and a further mark of was before Judge Zelma M. Dwinal.
gaged in. this work for a decade respect, this Court will now ad Monday and pleaded guilty to a
charge of driving an automobile
past, , constantly studying and journ. without delay."
between Rockland and Thomaston,
widening his knowledge. He has a
The Resolutions
Nov. 7, while under the influence
complete library of radio service
Resolved: That in the death of
of liquor. He was fined $100 and
text and guide books for all makes
Brother Edward Charles Payson-,
costs of $9.24. Payment was made
and ages of radios, and has on
the Knox County Bar has suffered License was suspended.
hand a large stock of repair parts. a great loss. He is missed by the
Calvin H. Smith of St. George,
His services are also much in de
people of Rockland and Knox before Recorder Frank F. Harding
mand1 for work on sound equip
County, to whom he gave faithful
Monday afternoon, pleaded guilty
ment and automatic record players.
service in public office and as one to charge of driving an automobile
A remarkable testimonial to his
who could be depended upon to without proper inspection certifi
skill is seen in the complicated
help in any worthwhile cause; by cate. He was fined $1 and csts of
test bench now installed in the
the many who recall his acts of
$2.70.
Maine Music Co- store. It will lo
friendship and kindness to them;
cate trouble swiftly and accurately
and especially by those nearest to
Classes for instruction in first
in any type of electrical device, the
him, for his love and devotion to aid, standard and advanced, will
only bench of its kind East of
his home and family.
be formed1 this month. The Red
Boston. It was designed and built
Resolved:
That
we
rejoice
that
Cross desires all graduates of for
by Mr. French with some outside
co-operation. Recording equipment Judge Payson was a man of hon mer classes to take a short refresh
for individual voices and studio esty and integrity, one who stood er course at the earliest opportun
groups is being installed at the high in the esteem of those with ity. Afternoon as well as evening
store. The high standing of the whom he mingled. He was genial classes will be arranged lf desired.
Maine Music Co. in all musical in and companionable, a social being, For enrollment call Mrs- Eugene
strument sales fields will be main one who much enjoyed human fel O'Neil. 368-W.
tained. Miss Erleen Cates who lowship and his fraternal associa
has been the most accommodating tions, and a lawyer of ability, who
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
assistant to Mr. Fickett, will be held the respect of the court and
JS J had my life to live again X
retained in like capacity under the the full confidence of his clients, would
have made a rule to read some
which
confidence
was
never
mis

poetry and listen to some music at
new regime.
least once a week
The loss ot these
placed
taetee le a lose of happiness—Chari ee
Resolved: That these resolutions Darwin.
be presented to this Court, with the
IN FLANDERS FIELDS
request that they be entered upon In Flanders fields the poppies blow
RUMMAGE SALE
and become a part of the records of Between the crosses, row on row.
That mark our place; and ln the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly
FRIDAY and SATURDAY this Court, and that a copy of the Scarce
heard amid the guns below.
same, attested by the Clerk of
We
are
Short day* ago
Courts, be sent to his bereaved We lived,thefeltDead.
dawn, saw sunset glow.
NOV. 13-14
Loved and were loved, and now we lie
family.
In Flanders fields.
Frank
H.
Ingraham,
Davis Block, Thomaston
Tske up our quarrel with the foe:
Elisha W. Pike.
To you from falUng hands ws throw
The torch; be yours to hold lt high.
Sponsored by
Alan L. Bird.
If ye break faith with us Who die
For
Knox
Bar
Association.
We
shall not sleep, though popples
THOMASTON MOTOR CORPS
grow

TICKETS 44c; SERVICE MEN 15c
103-lt

FOUR CENTS A COPT

A Memorial Service

Was es\al?lished and consolidated with the Gazette ln 1882. The Free Press
Although the salvage esponse i| was
established in 1855 and in 1881 changed its name to the Tribune
has been most generous and grati These papers consolidated March 17, 1887.
fying the War Production Board is
still in urgent need of scrap. Thus
Sunday. Nov. IS, at 1 p. m., trucks
[EDITORIAL]
with willing drivers and able bodied
assistants, will collect salvage ma
terial from each street in Thom
aston.
One year from tomorrow the world
Not only household scrap, but
ANOTHER
will take note of the fact that a quar
heavy scrap is vitally needed, so we
ARMISTICE ter century has elapsed since the first
urge all home owners and manufac
DAY
World War reached the Armistice stage.
turers to thoroughly comb their
Will it also mark the signing of a second
property for scrap iron, steel, cop
Armistice, or will the travesty on civilization still be in full
per, lead, zinc, brass and aluminum;
swing—more millions lying dead in distant battlefields, and
manila rope, ragis and burlap bags;
more cities laid to waste. Will the United Nations be able to
also scrap rubber such as discarded
continue the victorious progress they have made during the
tires and tubes, garden or fire hose,
past week, or will there be more reverses and more stalemate!
rubber footwear and Jar rubbers.
to prolong the terrible struggle. Optimists look forward with
It is requested that all scrap
confidence to the end of the war in 1943, and while everybody
easily moved be placed at the curb
subscribes to that wishful thinking the thought seems too
ing by 1 p. m. Persons having
good to be true.
articles too heavy to move are
One thing is certain, the golden augury promised by tha
asked to call Thomaston 200, 175 or
rapidly gathering of the United States forces now scattered
129-3. before noon Sunday and ar
the length and breadth of this wide world—actuated by one
rangements will be made for col
earnest desire, and that is the utter annihilation of the enemy
lection.
forces. That is the sort of an Armistice we seek in this war—
Keep up Thomaston’s splendid
to lick or be licked. Never again the half-way measure that
reputation of always going “Over
conjures up disaster.
the Top” by making this one-day
salvage drive a record for raising
All this time that the American people
the scrap quota for the town.
THEY
have been clamoring for a second front,

LONG COVE

CALL on US

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

TWICE-A-WEEK
Salvage Material Will Be
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Collected In Thomaston
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents
Sunday Afternoon,
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
Nov. 15
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier

40c, tax included

Evensong and sermon will be
held Sunday at 4 p m. All are
welcome in the Long Cove- com
munity.

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, November 10,1942

TUESDAY

103-104
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In Flanders fields.

Buy Wfff Savings Bonds and Stamps
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WORKING FOR VICTORY

He was despised, and rejected of
men; a man of sorrows, and ac
quainted with grief.—Is. 53:3.

few

(By K. 8. rj

The Hoad To Fulfillment. Author

Bible.

Keep this thought always in
mind, The Heavenly Father came
not to be ministered unto, but to
minister, and to give his life a
ransom for his loved people. At
this time when strength in Europe
is attacking the Christian doc
trine, with evil desire to blot out
all of Christ’s teachings and love
for fellow men, we need this ex
cellent compilement of the spiritu
al law’s that are basic for our get
ter mode of worthy lives.—-K. S. F.

Pvt. Charles N.les, M P, now sta
tioned at Pueblo, Col , wishes to
thank the Neighborhood Club at
the South End for the box sent to
him.
• • * •
MrS. Helen Willkie, Miss Helen
Burns and Miss Anna Flynn are
among the first Rockland wcmen
to answer the call for women work
ers in w’ar industries. These ladi?s
all have fine positions in the offices
of the Bath Iron Woiks.
....
Francis LeRoy Moon of 103 Fea
street, Rockport, has been commis
sioned a 2d 'Lientenant in the U.
S. Army. He attended the Anti
aircraft Artillery School (Officer
candidate division) Camp Davis,
N. C. Lieut- Moon entered the
service Aug. 15. Prior to that he
was employed as music teacher in
Rockport High School, and was
a member of the Rockland: City
Band.
• ♦ • •

Blood donors: Jane Kelly, Leona
Lenfest. Charles Cookson, Hamil
ton Hall, Carl Hemmings, Ernest
Beam, Frederick Glaentzel, Allan
Payson, Josephine Milliken, Anna
Boymton, William Warner, James
Stevens, David Day, Ben Morong
and Ruth Beuckleman, all of Cam
den, and all men from the ship
yard.
• • * *
Charles E. Stenger, 17, son of
Mr. and Mrs. C- Stenger of Friend
ship, completed his basi^ Naval
training at the U. S. Naval Train
ing Station, Newport, R. I., and
has been selected to attend a
school for Armed Guards. Stenger
attended Thomaston High School.
An Armed Guard gets special
training in gunnery.

' o-a’™'**"
Rockland High Defeats Cros
by 7 To 0 On a Muddy
Field

Book Review

Benjamin Rush. Publishers Harp
er and Brothers, New York.
Being impressed with the certain
need of spiritual help these days I
have endeavored to find for my
reading public religious books that
are worthy close study. And I
find this brief explanation of 21
leading Spiritual Laws whereby
man may, through obedience, ob
tain dominion over his environ
ment, and secure contentment,
happiness, and serenity and thus
fulfilling the purpose of his life
in the world of matter, and fit
himself for progress in the great
world of spirit.
I find this bock most helpful
and absorbing, coming after the
excellent “Living Biography of
The Greatest Leaders’’ which was
so recently reviewed in these
pages.
The thesis behind this book, and
its valued teachings, is that man
kind’s experience provides ample
indication that there are spiritual
laws operating within the universe,
and that they operate just as sys
tematically as the more easily
recognizable material laws. This
being so, the extent to which a
person understands the laws of
the spirit and governs his life by
them is the measure of his happi
ness, both here in tlie world of
matter, and in the future life.
To read a book such as “The
Road to Fulfillment,” helps great
ly in clearer understanding of the

advanced fighter pilot schools—
Foster F.eld, Texas; Moore Field,
Tqjras; and Lake Charles, La.
Twin motor pilots, trained to strike
at enemy munitions factories and
supply lanes will be graduated
from feur bomber pilot schools—
Kelly Field, Brooks Field, Elling
ton Field and the Lubock Flying
School, all in Texas.
♦ • • •

Elmer E. Conary, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Conary, 69 Crescent
street, has enlisted in the U. S.
Naval Reserves. His address is.
Company 410, U. S. Naval Training
Station, Newport, R. I. He would
appreciate receiving letters from his
friends.
• • * •
Corp. Charles Leach of Rockland
(formerly of Warren) and son of
Elizabeth Collamore, has been pro
moted to Sergeant. His address is
Sgt. Charles Leash, 454th S.S.
AAF Shaw Field, Sumter, South
Carolina.
♦ # ♦ ♦

Pfc. Seth M- Hanley of Rockland
in 'the U. S. Marines has been
transferred from Cherry Point, N.
C to Camp Elliott, San Diego,
Calif. His address, Pfc. Seth M.
Hanley. 6th Replacement Bureau,
Fleet Marine Fora Training Cen
ter, Company C, Camp Elliott, San
Diego, Calif.

The Rotary Club
L. A. Walker Steps Into the
Gap and Pleases His
Brethren

BOAT BUILDERS WANTED

whole line. The thought that is
spilled by the tongue is everybody’s
property and some of us have
learned that "Silence is golden,” If You Have More You Must
Turn Them Over To
so, Iree prefers to keep what few
ideas he has about running the war
Uncle Sam
and the government locked away
Roland G. Ware, State Rationing
where they can do no harm—We
need unity andi expert leadership Officer for OPA, advises car owners
right now more than ever befor?. to be sure they have turned over
“E. J.” writes me as follows: to the Government any passenger
“Friend Iree: Are you slipping? I car tires they possess beyond five
look in vain for “Tlie Memory fcr each passenger car they own.
Man” in many issues of The Cou before Nov. 22.
“If a car owner or any member
rier-Gazette. Running short cn
material? Getting too cld to whack of his household related to him by
blood, marriage or adoption has
a type-writer?”
“E. J.”—whoever you are—There more than five passenger tires per
are several reasons why I am car in his possession after Nov. 22
slacking off my sketch writing. One he will be denied the privilege oi
is that Tlie Courier-Gazette, is, pri using gasoline in any passenger car
marily, a newspaper and with two he owns,” Ware cautioned.
He pointed out that idle tire
issues weekly much less space is
available for matter other than beyond five per car can be sold to
news. Secondly: It takes consid the Government through the near
erable time to “whack” out these est Railway Express Agency. “An
sketches and, whether I like it cr idle tire,” Ware said, “is any new
not, I have to put in a lot of time or used passenger type tire, even if
"gitin a livin.” Thirdly: My eyes it needs repairs, in excess of tires
are not getting stronger and keener mounted on running wheels plus
quite fast and I have to consider 1 one spare per vehicle. Tires that
them. Guess again about material are beyond repair are also idle tires
—I have a stack of memories etc. but should be sold to a scrap
as high as Dodges Mountain and dealer.”
can’t hope to use it all in the next I Tire record forms which each car
50 years. So what?
owner must file with his local War
Now that almost everything is Price and Rationing Board under
being rationed this little verse the new mileage plan specifically
handed me by “Rae of Bel ask if the applicant has in his pos
fast” seemsi to lit in jolly well.
session more than five tires per pas
ODE TO A PILL
senger car. Anyone found to have
All the girls are wearing slacks
more than this number of passenger
Clothes are on the wane;
tires per car will be ordered by his
Scon we'll all be toting packs
And learn to walk again.
local Board to surrender his gaso
No more dresses, frills or lace
line ration book and will be ineli
Everywhere ls war;
To take paint from off the face
gible for a new ration. Actually it
There soon will be a law.
means that no one can legally drive
Tt) take off polish, shake out curls.
a car after Nov. 22 if there are
That, sure would be a crime;
For we've the nicest looking girls
more than five passenger tires for
That live In any clime.
There’ll be savings on each furbelow each passenger car in his house
Of time and money too;
hold.
No sewing cooking or dishes,
Ware also warned that it is illegal
There'll be vitamins for you
Now won’t that be a happy day!
to sell or give idle tires to one’s
For-wnen we want our fill;
neighbors or friends. “Usable idle
We’ll reach Into our pocket
For our dahir vitamins pill.
tires held by a consumer can be
You say the bulk will be lacking?
sold
or given only to the Govern
Here's a saying from the wise;
We'll shrink the meat we're packing ment under the idle tire purchase
Until we are vitamin size.
plan,’’ he said.
—Rae of Belfast.
However, the plan does not ap
ply to truck type tires although
consumers are urged to turn them
over as a patriotic gesture. Only
idle passenger type tires must be
turned in and the fact they may
be set aside for use on a truck does
not alter this rule. Tires mounted
on running wheels of trailers and
similar equipment may be kept but
wuLf um Ntcos nion OhR
consumers are not entitled to spare
Kill »«MT
tires for such equipment.

Only Five Tires

ARMISTICE DAY—1942
[For The Courier-Gazette]
(In memory of Lieut.-Col. John McCrea)
Long ago. in a hell of noise,
Bursting shrapnel and gory mud,
One of our intrepid soldier boys
Wrote a poem in his life-blood.
And he said: “—we shall not sleep
Though in the fields the poppies grow,
If faith with us ye do not keep—”
Ah, dear Gcd, how could he know
That in less than a quarter century
It would be done all over again—
That a world encompassing war-frenzy
Wculd plague the minds and hearts of men?
Was it the gift of prophecy
Guilding his pencil from above
As he wrote for unknown posterity
The beautiful, deathless words we love?
So near to his own great “rendezvous
•
With death” could his sharpened sense foretell
That in future years the same rendezvous
Would be met in another man-made hell?
Kept ’mid the torrid desert sands,
Beneath trackless deep of buoyant waves,
In Arctic cold, in antipodean lands
Where heroes sleep in nameless graves.
Dear scldier-poet, beneath your crosa
In Flanders fields, you can find rest;
No longer need you turn and toss—
Your compatriots have stood the test,
And will carry on till victory
Engirdles the earth with brotherhood,
When all the nations will be free,
Better known, and loved, and understood.

Rockland’s Lime City eleven
drove back the Crosby invasion on
a mudstained field at Community
Park, Saturday. This was the sec
ond time they have defeated Bel
fast this season, and the score was
7 to 0.
The Tigers showed land power
that was far superior to that, of
Belfast, as they pushed the Crosby
combine up and down the field.
Rockland’s aerial bombardment
failed altogether. The pass com
bination—McCurdy to Jones did not
click once, although McCurdy took
the only forward of the day.
Two blocked punts by Dow and
Kalloch set up the Rockland score in
the second period. Duff took the ball
over from the 3-yard line on an
off-tackle slant. Dow was shifted
from center to attempt a place-,
ment. The kick was blocked, but
knowing that the extra point could
be the winning margin; he ran
toward the sidelines—scooped up
Tenant’s Harbor.
the loose ball and dove over the
goal stripe.
In the second half McCurdy and
The Memory Man
F. S. Allen intercepted Crosby for
wards and Duff took one while
Gives Us a Little Sermon On
stretched out on the ground. These
“Too Many Cooks”—
and the brilliant running of the
whole Tiger backfield sparked a
Ode To a Pill
drive that ended inches short of at
(by Iree Member)
touchdown.
Last
year
cur guest book showed
Dow, Kalloch, F. E. Allen and
Jones took honors for defensive entries to the tune of 150-odd
work; while Dowling, McCurdy, F. This year less than two dozen visi
S. Allen and Duff ran their best tors have managed to contact the
Igloo in person. With rifbber and
game on the offensive.
Crosby stars were Smith, Cooper gas bn strike folks are not moving
and Bickford, who kept their team about as usual and we get a call
spirit up all the way through the only when necessary business
brings friends into our neighbor
battle.
hood—riding for pleasure is out
Rockland 7, Belfast 0
until the germs and beetles are ex
F. E. Allen, Jones, le .. re, Pettigrew terminated.
Lindsey, It ........................ rt, Gross
It so happened that Rollie had
Dow, Knights, lg ........... rg, Rowe business which took him within a
Kalloch, c ........................ c, Barnes few miles of us and he loaded
Whitmore, Luizza, rg ...... lg, Grant Georgia, Naomi and Baldy into the
Philbrook, rt .................. It, Darres vehicle and descended on us re
McRae, Estes, re ........ le, Bickford cently. As usual, they brought
McCurdy, qb ...... qb, Briggs, Horne enough grub to feed half the town
Dowlin, Margeson, rh .... lh, Perkins and we all did cur best to eat it
F. S. Allen, lh ........ ....... rh. Cooper all—but failed. Rockland women
Duff, fb ........................... fb, Smith are noted for their culinary skill
Referee, Robinson; umpire, Hus and Georgia is right up there in
sey; head linesman, Keefe.
tlie front rank with the best of
Here is a summary of the seasons them, but I shan’t tell you what
games:
our feed consisted of as I don’t in
Rockland 0, at Brunswick 0.
tend that anything contained in my
Hallowell 7, at Rockland 0.
sketches shall cause envy, sorrow
Rcckland 8, at Crosby 7.
cr pain! Enough to say that such a
Rockland 0, at Gardiner 21.
bountiful repast sandwiched into a
Crosby 0, at Rockland 7.
somewhat restricted war diet
Recapitulation—Won 2, Lost 2,.f loomed up like a verdant oasis in a
Tied 1.
desert, pood days lie ahead, how
Madison, Skowhegan, Morse. Bar ever, and we can (and do) look con
Harbor and Winslow were cancelled fidently into the future when this
because of the need of transpor greatest and most needless war
tation.
will be won and (unless our poli
Rockland had only one six-man tical leaders are mentally weak
game—winning it from Thomaston
42 to 14.

In the matter of getting outside
speakers for service clubs, condi
tions are getting tough. The mean
Living Biographies of Religious
ing is that service clubs are thrown
• • • ♦
Leaders. Authors, Henry Thomas
Staff Sergeant William T. Smith, back on their own resources. To
and Dana Lee Thomas. Publish
Jr., of Headquarters 34th Bombard be thrown back on your own re
ers, Garden City Publishing Com
ment group (H) stationed at Geiger sources is not bad: for the individu
pany, New York.
Field, Sppokane, Washington, lias al.. it develops his latent powerThe intelligent public has waited
been promoted to Technical Ser For the same reason the experience
with deepest need for just what
geant according to word received may be a blessing to service clubs.
has been accomplished in this vital
by his parents. Representative and The Rotary Club is fortunate in
and consumedly worthy volume of
Mrs. William T. Smith of Thom having in its membership men
intelligently compiled short his aston.
who can rise to the occasion.
tories of the world’s foremost reli
• • • •
Last Friday was a case in point,
gions, with heroic points in the life
Pvt. Hiram H. Crie, of Rockland, for the local Rotary Club, when
and times of each of their teach Me., arrived at the Finance Re Rotarian L. A. Walker, was called,
ers.
placement Training Center, Fort on short notice, to fill the gap.
The 20 chapters of this volume Benjamin Harrison, Ind., recently Briefly, he traced the history of
are absorbingly and masterfully to begin his basic training in fi Rotary from its small beginning
This last game concluded a suc
compiled. They consist of histori nance. Upon completion of an in in Chicago, to its present world
cal facts with many of the legends tensive field training program, he wide status. He dwelt upon the cessful 1942 football season for
associated with the different peri will study Army pay methods. fact that Rotary is distinctive in Rockland High School. There were
ods and personalities. Preceding Prior to his induction, Pvt. Crie that its membership is based on only three seniors on this years
each chapter is a full page and was a bank teller with The First the differences rather than upon squad, leaving nearly a whole team
to return next year.
most effective portrait ^of the per National Bank of Rockland.
the agreements of its members.
•
•
*
*
sonality to be drawn in, this clear
“Hello to The Courier-Gazette,’’ They represent different vocations men, “John” and “Jim’ with w’hich
honest study.
and professions. In the every day
Just now nothing in tlie line of writes Frank A. Hallowell^private walks of life they go their separate Lou Walker climaxed his address
didn’t leave many dry eyes in the
historical reading could be more 1st class, from the U. S. Naval
ways but in Rotary their divergent
Training
Schcol.
Newport,
R.
I.
A
assemblage. It was one of those
needed and more vital to the
ways unite in the fellowship and
postcard
picture
shows
an
attrac

rare
gems we get from the souls of
thinking public than a study of
friendship promoted by Rotary,
tive
set
of
buildings,
but
everybody
men on rare occasions.
the God of us all, and how’ at
We are living in peculiar times.
Again this year we are to enter
periods through the ages minds of ! must have been indoor snoozing
The world is changing. We are aX tain four students from the High
men have turned from thoughts when the picture was made. “Hav
the end of a period. We are enter School each as junior members.
absorbed with material matters, to ing a wonderful time,’’ says Frank,
ing
a new epoch in society. The The first four will be present next
search for mental help in things i “drilling, exercises and nice food.
day
of unrestrained individualism Friday.
What a life!
|
eternal.
is
gone. We do not exist for our
Visiting Rotarians, V. E. Mar
Beginning with Moses, down
Pvt. Elden B. Maddoeks, Jr., of selves we exist for each other, for shall, Augusta and Don Littlefield
through the ages to that poor crea
Searsmont, formerly of Washing society. The Rotary ideal of serv of Gardiner.
ture Gandhi!
Every* chapter is
ton, who graduated from Ballard ice above self is the keynote of this
written with fascinating honesty
Business School in 1941, is at Fort new social order. Rotarians are
and clear understanding of the
McKinley, Portland, for basic called upon to think of their voca
Leader studied. Vivid, human and
training.
ATTACK!
tions as a medium, through which
with clear knowledge of the cul
♦ ♦ ♦ *
they are to see how much they
ture of each period. What could
ATTACK!
Pvt. Wallace Heal of Camden can give in service, not how much
be better for a reference bcok in and Sidney Andrews of. West
ATTACK!
every library’ than this superb Rockpcrt, both of the Class of they can get for themselves. In
the
new
order
men
will
profit
in
compilation.
K. S. F.
1941. Ballard Business School, left proportion as they serve.
recently fcr Port Devens, Mass, i
In closing the speaker dwelt
• t t •
Segovia, Spain, has one of the
mightiest monuments of antiquity—
Pfc. Nelson S Crockett, Head upon the Rotary ideal of friend
the Roman aqueduct built in the quarters Company, N.O.S A., New ship. If a man is to have friends
time of Augustus.
Orleans. La., arrived home Thurs he must show that he has a capa
day on a ten-days' furlough, and j city for friendship. If he has that
America’s attacking on both the
fighting front and the home front
is visiting his wife, and parents, | capacity and expresses lt in the
today I
spirit
of
service,
he
will
discover
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
Howard
Crcckett,
:
We're giving the Asia a bitter
HUS UP
taste of what's to come.
that friendships are growing up
Franklin streetWe’re fighting the inflationary
• • • •
where he least expects them and
6th column that blowa prices sky
TONIGHT
high here at home. too.
Pvt. Edgar C. Crockett, who left because of things of which he is
And every one of ua who saves
at least 10% of his pay in War
fcr
the
time
being
unconscious.
heme
Oet.
28
fcr
Fort
Devens,
is
Do this—Tiy 1-purpose Va-tro-nol.
Bonds is an important soldier ia
the attack!
tha
It (1) shrinks swollen membranes, now a member of Co. D, 331st In The vernacular poem on
‘ Join the attack youraelfl
(2) soothes irritation, (?) relieves fantry, Camp Atterbury’. Indiana.
friendship between two homespun
transient nasal congestion ... And
• • • •
brings greater breathing
An
undisclosed
number of fighter
comfort. You’U like uirvc
and bomber pilots today are being
it. Follow directions
in folder.
VA-TRO-NOL awarded the silver wings of full
fledged Army airmen at seven
schools in the Gulf Coast Army Air
Forces Training Center, headquar
TOP WAGES PAID TO BOAT BUILDERS
ters at Randolph Field..
“Another group of the finest air
TIME AND A HALF FOR OVERTIME
fighters in the world,” commented
Major General H. R. Harmon,
If interested, contact
All Makes of Cars!
training center commander, on
H. O.CRIE
graduation eve.
41T
New pilots from this area include:
at Hotel Rockland Thurs., Nov. 12, for information
Lieut. Lyford H. Beveridge of Cam
den. Fighter pilots, many of whom
(Persons presently employed in War Production will not be
will
soon
be
participating
in
the
considered unless properly released)
* ROCKLAND
mounting aerial offensive over
103-tf
Europe, win their wings at three

WE SERVICE
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Nellie M. Ervine.

and utterly incompetent) we will
ali be free to live a free life as be
comes a democratic nation.
First, the unspeakable paperhanger must hang, and the Jap
beetles must be crushed, perma
nently. Until that time it must be
the job of every man, woman and
child in the /United Nations to
forego cur usual mode of life in
order to aid our government in
its efforts to win over our enemies
in the shortest possible time and
at the least cost of life possible.
I know how to run this war, so do
you, so does every person we talk
with. We all have a different way
of conducting the war and each
cne believes his way is the right
way. It wtfuld be laughable were
it not so tragic. If this war can't
be won by officials trained for the
job it certainly can’t be won by
the babble of a multitude of lay
men like Iree. “Too many cooks
spc-il the broth” is an old saying
that applies in this war business.
We have a beautiful example of it
in our national capital—Too many
cooks spoil the broth.
One of our Senators stated re
cently that “‘Washington is a mad
house” and if every cne of us who
thinks he has a cure for all of our
military and economic ills mound
the soap box and orate, the whole
U. S. will become one grand arena
of vocal confusion. In my humble
opinion, we’ll get (along better if
we let the doctor treat us when we
are ill, the dentist when we have a
toothache, the plumbeT when we
bust a water pipe, the minister
when we need spiritual guidance,
the carpenter when we want a
house built—and so on down the

, GO'*.
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Nov. 11—-Arn
Nov.
13—Op
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meeting of K
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the City Coi
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serve and is st
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KNIT AND PURL

Onr Job Is to Save
Dollars
Buy
War Bonds

Every Pay Day

Knit a wish that's strong and clear
For a lad when danfrpr's near:
“God protect you as you go!”
Knit and purl lt row by row.
Knit seme laughter brave and gay
For a lad so far away;
Homely fun. familiar wit,
Purl and knit, purl and1 knit.
Knit a mother's tender touch
For a lad who means so much.
Knit a praver; he'll come again.
Knit lt purl and knit lt plain.
—Selected

Don’t b(
change

come to |
Walk right
pail and ovei
We’ve a wa|

of hot soap
hands wear ll

We like ou
as though tu|
like beavers,
mg Ls going tl

Come in aiq
pail.

i'-s,

z^i

WORI
$3.50. |

work!
$2.5(
HEAVY
$1.0,
CLAN R

$12.5(
y

x-w- .<<<

SKI

J/1
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can “turn the
WINTER
So can your auto engine.

tables’* on anti-freeze.

Winter’s slickest surprise is Spring-like warmth.
And as for your engine, it’s just about normal when it

hits 160 degrees hot! Then your anti-freeze mustn’t

be badly shrunk by high temperatures, or it’ll get

against the next streak of cold.

Yet you don’t pay

anything like top price for Super Pyro’s high protection.

416 MAIN STl
STORE < T.ol
ARM 11

And the anti-rust action of Super Pyro costs you

nothing extra. Get anti-freeze savings...by the fill...
and by the season. Get safety for the car you cannot
replace. Get Super Pyro today.

too weak to save your car from low temperatures.
So you can see how a freeze-up could really start from

U.

S.

INDUSTRIAL

the heat. But by having Super Pyro anti-freeze put in

•••

now, you can enjoy its wide margin of safety against

Barring strictly abnormal conditions, Super Pyro can

stay with you through the warm days—and throughout

INC.

-J?
enfr-rvH

the dangers of Winter warmth. And that’s how to
widen your margin of safety against any Winter cold.

CHEMICALS,

Mfflr

SUPER

:

FUNE
Ambt
im

«

UO-112 LD

still wanner engine operation—to be eafely ou hand
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* Mie Telegrams

Have More You Must
n Them Over To
Uncle Sam

1

be

sold

to

a

scrap

>rd forms which each car
t file with his local War
Rationing Board under
mileage plan specifically
applicant has In his pose than five tires per pasAnyone found to have
tin number of passenger
ar will be ordered by his
1 to surrender his gasobook and will be inelinew ration. Actually it
no one can legally drive
Nov 22 lf there are
five passenger tires for
nger car in his house-

warned that it is illegal
give idle tires to one's
u friends. “Usable idle
by a consumer can he
•n only to the Governthe idle tire purchase
ild.
the plan does not ap•k type tires although
ire urged to turn them
aatriotic gesture. Only
?er type tires must be
ind the fact they may
for use on a truck does
lis ruie. Tires mounted
wheels of trailers and
pment may be kept but
ire not entitled to spare
rh equipment.
ill
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that’s ttroug and clear
it'll danger's near;
you as you go!”
rl lt row by row.
luahter brave and gay
far away;
familiar wit.
It. purl and knit.
er s tender touch
o means so much.
he'll come again,
and knit lt plain.
—Selected

Nov. 11—Armistice Dav
Nuv.
13—Open
meeting of the
Methebesec Club ln the Universalist
vestry.
Nov 14 Warren—Red Cross bene
fit at Glover hall.
Nov. 20----- (3 to 8 30) Minnie Miles
hostess. Woman's Educational Club’
Nov. 20 Thanksgiving.
Dec. 11—Warren—High School cueact plays at Town Hall.
Dec 19—Knox County Ministerial

to refuse such messages for the
duration, and to discontinue
number of other services which
were held unessential to the war

The meeting of Rockland En

effort.

campment, I.O.O.F., will be omit

Specifically

ted this week on account of Armis
tice Day.

-X

>

MARRIED

7/«

Don’t bother to
change before you

come to Gregory’s

We like our customers to look
as though they’ve been working
like beavers, for work plus fight
ing is going to win this war.

Come in and bring your dinner
pail.

WORK JACKETS
$3.50, $7.50, $10.00

WORK TROUSERS
$2.50 to $7.50

banned

Bohndell-Pletsch—At Rockport, Nov.
7, Henry F. Bohndell of Rockport and
Miss Elizabeth Pietsch of Rydal. Pa.—
by Rev. F Ernest Smith.
Conant-Bartlett—At Rockland, Nov.
9. Roger F. Conant and Barbara M.
Bartlett, both of Rockland—by Rev.
Charles A. Marstaller.
Best-Holbrook—At Rockland. Nov. 7.
Sgt. Gordon Best of Washington, Me.,
and Roberta Holbrook of Rockport.—
by Rev. Charles A Marstaller.
Morang-I^hto—At Rockland, Nov. 6,
Pfc. Merrill Morang and Helml M.
Lehto. both of Rockland—by Rev. Al
fred G. Hempstead.

Alden Ulmer, Jr., has .resigned as
guard at the Bath Iron Works and
will enter the corporation’s electric
shop. Ulmer became a guard a
year ago, and has won the friend
ship and esteem of everybody in
the department, including the chief,
Maurice Greenlaw.

Mrs. John A. Flanders of East
Waldoboro, suffered injuries in a
fall ln Rockland, Sunday night,
DIED
Satterlee—At Camden, Nov. 9. Raplh and is a patient at the Knox Coun
Satterlee. age 58 years. Funeral Wed
nesday at 2 p. m , from Good Funeral ty General Hospital.

Home.
Greene—At Oceanvllle, Nov. 1, Mrs.
Cecil E. Murphy and Frank S.
Nellie Greene.
Marshall—At Bluehill. Oct. 31. Mrs. Hallowell are on a week’s hunting
Lulu Young Marshall of Deer Isle.
Rackliff—At Clark Island. Nov. 7. trip in- the Dennysville region.
Linwood H., Infant son of Mr. and
Mrs Herbert Rackliff. age 3 months,
The quarterly business meeting of
18 days. Funeral Tuesday at 2 p. m.
from Russell Funeral Home.
Inter the Littlefield Memorial Baptist
ment ln Spruce Head.
Strout—At Rockland. Nov. 8, Eve Church will be held tonight, fol
Maud Strout, widow of Walter Strout,
age 61 years. 4 months. 26 days Fu lowing prayer meeting. Members .of
neral Tuesday at 2 p. m. from Burpee the Farnham Class at this church,
Funeral Home. Elder Chester B. Sta
ples officiating.
and their wives, will have a supper

in the vestry Wednesday night at

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our dear wife 6.30.
and mother. Lottie J. Burns, who
passed away on November 10. 1940.
What shall be done about the
Fred L. Burns. Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Ralph and family, Mr. and Mrs. Willis l00/X)0 japs who are'*native bam

gra tula tory messages such as greet
ings sent for Christmas, New Year,
Father’s and Mother’s Day, Val
entlne’s Day, and on the occasion
Wl
of births, graduations, weddings,
anniversaries and birthdays.
An
exception was made for such mes
sages to servicemen abroad.
“Mike” McConchie
Also listed for discontinuance
Dec. 15 were such services as mes
From Springfield College came
senger, errand, distribution, remit
this welcome news:
tance, installment payments, shop
“Irving (Mike) McConchie, son
ping, acceptance of express pack
of
Mrs. F. E. McConchie, 42 Cres
ages and sale of traveler’s checks
and mall money orders.
cent street, Rockland, is starring
this Fall as a Sophomore first
Van E. Russell, chief of the fire string left tackle for the Springdepartment, gave an Interesting field College varsity football team.
talk to the Senior Service Scouts, The Rockland boy has been out
Monday afternoon in the Ping standing in athletics at Springfield,
Pong room at the Community being a regular on both the foot
Building. Chief Russell presented ball and baseball freshmen teams
the latest available information on last year, and moving into a regular
extinguishing Incendiary bombs. varsity football berth this season.
The girls of this troop felt highly
“ ‘Mike,’ very popular among his
honored to be the first in Rockland fellow payers, is far from being a
to receive this information. This heavy college tackle. He tips the
was the first of a series of lectures scales at 168 pounds.
planned for.the year by the leader,
“McConchie will be one of the
Mrs. Arthur S. Jordan. Next week, strong hopes of Springfield backers
Chief Russell will give the girls the this Saturday as the Maroons in
“sniff test” of gases. Miss Emma vade Pynchon Park, the home field
Lou Peaslee has been appointed as of
their across-the-city rivals
publicity representative of the American International College, in
group.
the second game of this ‘big little
game’ series. The Aces won a year
Mrs. Florence Bolduc of Rock
ago by a score of 7 to 0 in the last
ville has a telephone installed. The
minute of play on a long pass.
number is 257-5.
Springfield is firmly determined to
even
the score on Saturday.
Joseph Madden of Bath, district
“
In
addition to being one of
deputy grand exalted ruler of
Springfield
’s football stars, ‘Mike’ is
Maine, West, will make an official
outstanding
off the atheltic field.
inspection, of Rockland1 Lodge of
He
was
vice
president
of the Fresh
Elks tonight. Chicken supper will
man
class
last
year
and the re
be served at 6.30.
cipient of a special scholarship this
Old Timers and Kiwanis Club Fall’ for all around accomplish
’J
,
teams will bowl at the Community ment.”
Alleys Tuesday night- There.will
Rockland Public Library will not
be no matches of Women’s teams
be
open Armistice Day.
Wednesday night.'

*

YOUR OWN qwfo,
is IO%.>
r
* * *

$1.00 to $4.75

CLAN PLAID SHIRTS
$5.95

*

BOYS’ SUITS
Sizes 8 to 16

$12.50 to $18.00
SKI JACKETS and

SKI PANTS
For Men and Women

GREGORY’S
TEL. 294

CARD OF THANKS
H. P. Blodgett was re-elected
We wish to extend our sincere president of the board of trustees
thanks to friends and neighbors, the
Clark Island Branch No. 15 of United of the Rockland Public Library at
Stone & Allied Products, Workers of
America, the Bath Iron Works Power annual meeting of the trustees last
Plant and the Bath Iron Works. Ma night. Other officers selected, all
chine Shop Protective Ass'n for their
sympathy and beautiful floral gifts. re-elections, were: R. S. Sherman,

’ Mrs. Leamon S Young and family

David G. Hodgkins, Jr., optome
trist, will be absent from his office
Nov. 7 to Nov. 21, inclusive. The
office will be open, however, for the
making of appointments, payments
of bills, etc.
102-105

WE BUY
Hogs, Beef Lamb and Veal

416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

We sugar cure and smoke your
Hams, Shoulders and Bacon

STORE CLOSED WEDNESDAY
ARMISTICE DAY

C. H. RICE CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

wu cannot

S,

INC.

BURPEE’S
ANTIFREEZE

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

102-tf

vice president; Jarvis C. Perry, sec
retary; Mrs. Aldana Spear, Mrs.
Ruth Elllngwood, Edwin L. Brown
and Rev. James F. Savage, book
committee; H. P. Blodgett, J. A.
Jameson, R. S. Sherman and Cleve
land Sleeper, Jr., administrative
committee. Miss Ruth L. Rogers
was re-elected librarian, and Mrs.
Stella McRae and Mrs. Lenora
Cooper, assistants. The 51st an
nual report of trustees to the city
council was made by Jarvis C.
Perry, who is ending his 27th year
as secretary of the board. Mr.
Perry presented his resignation but
was persuaded to continue in the
position.
For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, telephone 844.
517 Main street. Complete Philco
line.—adv.
80tf

FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service

• CLAREMONT 8T.

BINGO

BOCKLAND. MB.
TEL. 66S

TONITE, SKA* HALL 7.48 ~
Given Away |8.8>-1 each
Door Prise 81-58
Eight Laeky Gaaoea
Beautiful Silk Spread Given Away

ate «r 7*1-1 «r 7u-n
118-112 UMEROCK

ROCKLAND, 1
119-tf

Lucky Game $20; Door Prize $3
Free Game 88.00
Plenty of Good Prizes

STATES
DEFENSE

BONDS
AND

STAMPS

WAR NEEDS MONEY!

ft will coat money to defeat our enemy aggressors.
Your Government calls on you to help now.
Pledge today to buy Defense Bonds regularly. Make
every pay day Bond Day by participating in the Pay
roll Savings Plan.
Bonds cost $18.75 and up. Stamps are 10^, 25{, and up.

The help of every individual is needed.
Do your part by pledging to buy your share every

pey day.

SIGHTING THE ENEMY

effp

NEWS ITEM—More than 90 per cent of the activities of war produc
tion workers are guided by their eyes, says M. J. Julian, president of
the Better Vision Institute, and for that reason it is important that
eyes of workers be tuned to highest efficiency to prevent mistakes,
toss of materials and slow-downs in Droduction.

“LONELY WOMEN"
A Thrilling Novelette

published complete in the November 14-20 issue of Movie-Radio Guide

MOV'l-RAO'O

Ima Phillips and Janet Huckins liave
woven the characters of their famous
radio serial "Lonely Women” into an
exciting 12,000 word novelette pub
lished in full in the November 14-20

issue of Movie-ltadio Guide. It is a stir
ring story of laughter, tears and thrills in
the tangled lives of solitary women.
Don't miss this new fascinating feature.
*
*
*
The new improved day-by-day listings
in the simplified program section make
it easier than ever to locate your favor
ite broadcasts. The Best Listening Box
selects the best variety shows, news
broadcasts and musical programs.
In addition, Movie-Radio Guide
prints all the latest gossip and pictures
ol the radio and movie stars, new pro
grams, etc.

MOVIE-RADIO GUIDE

The party seen talcing a ladder
from 148 Limerock St, please re
turn with thanks.—adv.

Ovf every 1

f— on tala al all nawttlaadt. Cal your copy today.

103*lt
Beano

WALDO THEATRE

Sim’s Lobster Co.,

Hall1

Thursday,
it

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

TEL WALDOBORO 188

SHOW TIMES
Saturday 2JO; Sunday 3.00
Evenings at 8.00

WHOLESALE & RETAIL
Rockland Coal Co. Wharf

TEL 420
103-tf

TUESDAY ONLY, NOV. 10
RKO Presents
ANNA NEAGLE and
ROBERT NEWTON

-

BUSINESS Stationery

in

“WINGS AND
THE WOMAN”
Note!
“THE BATTLE OF MIDWAY”
will be shown with this feature

also
WEDNESDAY ONLY, NOV. 11
A Special Legion Presentation

“NORTHWEST
PASSAGE”
In technicolor . . . with
SPENCER TRACY
and an all-star cast!
BENEFIT PERFORMANCE
Let aa de^ga
statements and envatopea that

THURS.-FRI., NOV. 12-13
Warner Brothers Presents—

HUMPHREY BOGART

TEL 778 -

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing

G.AR.

Nov. 12, 2.15 p. m.—adv.

Matinees

Inc.

personalise your eerreapondeaee and Imprem year eUcmta

writ

UNITED

THURSDAY at 8J5 P. M.

citizens of our nation now and en
titled* to voting privileges? Shall
CARD OF THANKS
we
trust them? Educational Club
This ls to thank all my friends for
cards and flowers sent me while I Forum Nov. 20, Mrs. Minnie Miles,
was ln the hospital.
hostess.
*
Mrs. Earle Lyons
Vannah and Miss Shirley Burns.

Q

came to Brockton High school hall
to give his new lecture, “Yankee
News Reel,” under auspices of the
Woman's Club of Brockton.
But to his large audience he was
a new Alton Hall Blackington for
never for a minute, as he spoke and
showed his very fine pictures, did
he let his listeners forget the war.
He told his audience we now have
only three airplane carriers left one
of them being in the Solomons. He
declared there ls no doubt this is
the last year Americans will be able
to gather in such auditoriums until
after the war. He said there prob
ably will be no automobile traffic at
all except for emergencies.
“We are in the greatest danger
this nation has ever seen,” said Mr.
Blackington. “It Is only fair that
speakers on the public platform
should say what they believe should
be told. We are going to be very
sad before this war is over. We are
going to lose things very precious.
We are going to do what has to be
done or else be slaves. We are go
ing to lick Japan in anything under
five years.”
The lecturer showed all the typi
cal New England scenes and a
variety of typical New Englanders.
He also presented his fine news
pictures of huge, devastating forest
fires, which were proved deliberate
ly set, and said he fears for our
ability to cope with them next year,
since so few men will be available
as fire-fighters. “All we Americans
who have this beauty and color
and quiet won’t know how lucky
we have been until it is turned to
rubble,” he declared.
His audience was hushed with
the unexpected force of Mr. Black
ington’s seriousness. He told them
that no more pictures like this will
be made for the duration, that
photographic supplies are needed
for the war effort and that the
professional picture-maker cannot
go everywhere he wishes today to
get his pictures.
The speaker showed views of fish
ing parties at Moosehead Lake. He
showed the exquisite tulip beds in
Boston Garden and commented
that the Dutch are now eating tulip
bulbs because of the shortage of
food.
There were pictures of the
lanuching of fast sub patrol boats,
sturdy fishing boats and colorful
sailing races off Marblehead and
Mr. Blackington said if it had not
been for the training of hundreds
of men in sailing and fishing we
would not now have such an effec
tive offshore patrol.
He paid
tribute to the men who are doing
this hazardous work.

Rockland Encampment I.O.O.F.
The Photo Gallery located in the
lobby of the Park Theatre is will not meet Wednesday.
creating no little enthusiasm among
local moviegoers. Tlie Gallery which
contains photos of Rockland men
in the U. 6. Armed Forces has been
the subject of much fine comment
since it displays to the public the
fine group of young men which
Rockland is contributing to Uncle
Lend your country 10% of your pay
Sam’s Fighting Forces. The Park
or have the Nazis and Japa take
(not borrow) 100% I
Theatre
management
obtained
That’a what wa and every cas cf
these photos through an article
ua face today I
Victory or defeat!
appearing in The Courier-Gazette
Buying War Bondi or telling cur
and although the response has been
atives into alaveryl
most enthusiastic and successful,
Getting tough with ourselves ar
getting taken by the Axial
Mgr. Romanoff announces that
Your quota—and everybody’a quo
ta—ia 10% of wagea or income
there ls still ample room in the
saved in WAS BONDS and
glass frames and requests any per
STAMPSI
Join America*! all-out offensive
son who wishes to bring in a photo
... increase your WAR BOND sav
of any member of his family who
ings to at least 10%—NOWI Golden Rod Chapter meets Fri
~ Get tha details from your employ
is now serving in any branch of
er, bank, post office or other WAR
day
night. There will be no sup
the Service. The photos, whether
BOND sale* agency . . . TODAYI
per..
enlarged or plain photographs, are
at all times protected under glass
Chicken pie supper at the
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
and wiil be returned upon request.
Methodist vestry, city, at 6 p. m.
Wonders I
Wed. NOv. 11, price 75 cts- For
reservations phone 520-M—adv.
BENEFIT BEANO
103-lt
K F. HALL THOMASTON

Ralph and family. Mr and Mrs Clyde

HEAVY UNDERWEAR

BUY

many thousands of Brocktonians,

beginning

Dec. 15 are felicitations and con

Buses will run afteT the midnight
Fresh fish fares received since
Due to present war conditions,
show
at
Strand
Theatre
tonight.
Wednesday
of! last week totaled
regular service will be in effect at
90.000
pounds,
as follows: F. J.
the Post Office on Armistice Day,
More than 100 members of King O’Hara Sons, Helen B-, Capt. Leo
Wednesday .except that no rural
Hiram Council, R.S.M, were in at Blood, 30,000 pounds; Villanova,
delivery trip will be. made. City
and Parcel Post carriers will make tendance at Friday night’s meet 40,000 pounds, and Cynthia, Capt,
ing. Excelent music by the Rock Ira Tupper, 7000 pounds; Peyler’s,
regular deliveries. Collections and
land
City Band, which generously Mishawaka, Capt. John Baggs, 3000
Window Service wil 1 be as on
contributed its services, the usual pounds and Althea J., Capt. Don
other days Special Delivery and
right supper by the Eastern Star, ald Joyce, 10,000 pounds.
Perishable mail will be delivered.
and work on Cecil E. Murphy of
Mail will be received and dis
Rockland and Harold J. Wilson of
Members of the YPC.U. of the
patched as on other days.
Camden. Those were the features. Universalist Church made plans
for a hayrack ride at their meet
Chlckeu supper will be served
George B. Davis, who has been ing held Sunday, night. The ride
before the Elks’ meeting tonight. serving as janitor at the Commun
will be held next Sunday night, the
ity Building the past two years has start to be made from the
A social party witli nic-nac lunch
been appointedi to a similar posi church at 6 p. m. Upon return the
and music for dancing by phono
tion at the Court House, succeed group will have a lunch in the ves
graph records, will be held at the
ing Clinton Barbour, who has re try.
Members will bring their
Elks Home, Armistice night, Nov.
signed to take up the vocation of lunches.
The devotional period
11 The party is free for all Elks
fishing. The Court House loses a was conducted by Miss Virginia
and their guests.
good man—and gains one.
Bowley, with Miss Mary Johnson
and Russell Williamson having
Wilbur P. Senter, Jr., was speaker
Women of the Pratt Memorial part.
Miss Margaret Mank of
and showed motion pictures, at
Methodist Church will serve their East Waldoboro was a guest, serv
meeting of Kiwanis Club at Hotel
annual chicken pie supper Wednes ing also as guest pianist.
Rockland, Monday night.
day night at 6 o’clock.
The meeting of the Alumnae As
Osgood A. Gilbert, alderman
Edwin
Libby
Relief
Corps
meets
sociation
of the Knox County Gen
from Wardi Five, lias presented
Thursday,
with
a
game
party
at
eral
Hospital
School of Nursing,
his resignation as alderman, to
2.15. Picnic supper will precede the planned for tomorrow night, has
Mayor Edward R. Veazie. Action
regular meeting.
Following the been postponed to next week.
on the resignation' will probably
meeting the Past Presidents’ As
be taken at the next meeting of
A business men’s mass meeting
the City Council, which will be sociation will hold its annual meet
ing, with nomination of officers.
will
be held under the auspices of
Monday. Alderman Gilbert is now
the
Belfast
War Price and Ration
a member of the U. S. Naval Re
BORN
ing
Board
and
the Belfast Chamber
serve and is stationed at the Rock
Powers—At Deer Isle. Oct. 28. to Mr.
of
Commerce
in
the Crosby High
and Mrs. John Powers, a daughter—
land base.
Karyl.
School auditorium, Tuesday, Nov.
S«ow—At Camden Community Hos
pital, Nov. 1, to Mr. and Mrs. Dwight 17, at 8 p. m. Although the meet
Snow, formerly of Rockport, a son— ing is being arranged primarily for
Dwight Fraser.
CJra/fayn—At Camden
Community Belfast and the towns of Waldo
Hospital, to Mr. and Mrs. E. Maynard
County, it will include Knox and
Graffam, a son—James Harold.
Zwiker—At Vinalhaven. Nov. 1. to portions of other counties within
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Zwiker, a son—
Carl Williams.
a reasonable distance. Further de
Dalzell—At
Camden
Community
Hospital, Nov. 7, to Mr. and Mrs. tails will appear in Friday’s issue.
Gerald Dalzell, a daughter.
J. Asbury Pitman is chairman.
Post—At Dr. Leigh's Private Hospi
m*
..
. <tal, Nov. 6, to Mr. and Mrs. Harold A.
Post of Thomaston, a son.
The annual inspection of Clare
Armstrong—At Rockland. Nov. 3. to
Mr and Mrs. George Armstrong, a son mont Commandery, K. T., will be
George Lawrence.
held Nov. 23.

We've a wash room with plenty
of hot soap and water if your
hands wear the badge of War . ..

the fill...

yiCTORY

Under a four-column headline the
Brockton enterprise paid tribute to
Alton Hall Blackington’s latest lec
ture in that city. The following
extracts from the extended report
of the former Rockland man’s
latest triumph are here given:
Alton Hall Blackington whose
illustrated lectures in past years
have entertained and informed

Telegrams of felicitation, includ
ing “Happy Birthday” and “Merry
Christmas,” are banned effective
Dec. 15. The Telegraph companies

Association meets.

Walk right in with your dinner
pail and overalls.

don’t pay
protection,
costs you

“Yankee News Reel”

Are To Be Banned By Uncle McConchie of Rockland Star Alton Blackington Takes
Brockton By Storm With
Sam For the Duration of
Left Tackle On SpringHis Latest Lecture
field College Team
the War

G Ware. State Rationing

OPA advises car owners
e they have turned over
overnment any passenger
they possess beyond five
passenger car they own,
v 22.
ir owner or any member
jsehold related to him by
irriage or adoption has
a live passenger tires per
possession after Nov. 22
denied the privilege of
iline in any passenger car
Ware cautioned,
ited out that idle tires
e per ear can be sold to
nment through the near
ly Express Agency.
“An
Ware said, “is any new
issenger type tire, even if
epairs, in excess of tires
;n running wheels plus
per vehicle. Tires that
repair are also idle tires

“Mike” Makes Good

Page Three

Dept.

In

“THE BIG SHOT”
An exciting, fast-moving melo
drama—

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP

MAINE MUSIC CO.
397 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

This fine old business has been purchased by—

ALWIN S. FRENCH
OF ROCKLAND
STOCK, EQUIPMENT AND GOOD WILL
Mr. French will continue the enterprise along its old successful lines, adding new
departments from time to time!

EXPERT RADIO SERVICE

All Makes and Ages

SEE OUR NEW RADIO TEST BENCH
Tests accurately and swiftly all types of electrical equipment.
new will be warmly welcomed!

Old friends and

r

P-"<* Pniif

Tuesday-Friday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 10,1942
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ALENA L STARRETT
Correspondent

MBS. ISABEL LABS
Correspondent
ftftftft
Telephone 78

ftftftft
Tel. IB

vinalhaI

Busy Divorce Mill

WARREN

WALDOBORO

Justice Murray Signed 28
Decrees At the November
Term, Superior Court

OSCAR
Correspond^
ftftftft

Twenty-eight
divorces
were
granted in four days at Knox
Members of the motor corps who County Superior Court last week.
Citizens are asked to contribute
INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE
canned goods or jellies for Thanks have completed standard and ad The list follows:
vanced
first
aid
and
are
eligible
for
giving baskets for the soldiers sta
Joseph F. Wilson from Edith M.
tioned at Damariscotta and for the certificates are: Mrs. Flora Chap
Wilson,
both of Rockland, cruel
w
N
.
u
SERVICI
By ARTHUR STRINGER
Lincoln Home for the Aged. These man. Mrs. Madeline Hall, Mrs.
and abusive treatment.
C. Farticles may be left at K. K. Wes Marion lives, and Mrs. Dorothy
Dwinal
for
libellant.
THE STORY SO FAR: In order to
ton’s store at any time before Nov. Simmons. Others who have com
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
•ave Norland Airways from bank
Ellen J. Creighton from William
17. Deliveries will be made by the pleted both courses under the in
ruptcy Alan Slade agrees to fly a soAdvertisements in this column not to exceed three lines In
called scientist named Frayne and his
struction of Mrs. Genevieve Wel A. Creighton, both of Rockland,
local Motor Corps and volunteers.
serted once for 25 cents, two times for 56 cents. Additional
assistant. Karnell, to (he Anawotto river
gross
and
confirmed
habits
of
in

lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for two times. Five
Mr. and Mrs. John Coffey have lington. are Mrs. Mildred Berry and
tn search of the trumpeter swan. With
toxication from the use of intoxi
the proceeds Slade's partner, Cruger,
small words to a line.
closed their house at Kaler’s Corner Mrs. Janet Smith.
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called L e. advertise
has bought a plane, a Lockheed, which is
Mrs. Wilhelmina Fogg, who has cating liquors. Wilbur for libel
and are in Florida for the Winter.
Stolen while Slade is away. Suspecting
ments which require the answers to be sent to The Courierlant.
that the disappearance of the plane has
Mrs. Loma'Winchenbach returned been guest of her mother for a few
Gazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
Evelyn M. Wood of Rockland
something to do with Frayne. Siade re
Wednesday from two weeks’ visit in days is now In Bangor, where she
turns to where he left the swan-hunter, ’
from Lawrence P. Wood of San
has employment.
Boston and vicinity.
only to And him apparently doing nothing
LOST AND FOUND
WANTED
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Eldridge of ford, cruel and abusive treatment
hut hunt swans. There Is no trace of
Mrs. Gracia Libby has been re
Custody
of
Marianne
Wood,
minor
the plane. That leaves Slade with only
Chatham, Mass., have been visiting
cent guest of friends in Lewiston.
BLACK arid white kitten lost. V
one clue, the “devil bird,” or "ghost”
GIRL or woman wanted for house
Mr.
and Mrs. Vesper Rokes and child granted to libellant until fur work MRS EARLE FREEMAN 640 marking between eyes and black spot
plane which the eskimo, Cmanak, first
The Baptist Missionary Society
ther order of court. Wilbur for Main St. Tel. 759-R.
103 It on nose. Reward. BErrY O’BRIEN.
heard and which appears to come from
5 Berkeley SL____________________ 103-lt
met Friday with Mrs. Harold Perry Mrs. Anne Spear.
libellant.
THREE-Room
furnished
apt.
want

Echo Harbor. On his way back to re
<£
TWO hounds lost, male and female,
Education
week
will
be
observed
ed.
modern.
TEI.
1455.
103*104
for
a
work
session.
port to Cruger Slade stops to see his
white with light tan ears and spots.
Nina Seliger from Robert Seliger,
WANT
to
rent
5
to
7-room
house
,1
H //
this
week
in
schools,
parents
and
old prospector friends. Zeke and Minty,
Reward. M. T. HALL, Friendship. Me
The Star Club met Wednesday
both of Rockland, cruel and abu in Rockland or near bus line Have ___________________________________
103 tf
and learns that the gas cache he keeps
friends invited to attend any of the
small children.
L. E. ROLFE. 22
with
Mrs.
Anne
Waltz,
Kaler
’
s
p
near their cabin has been robbed. Now
sive
treatment.
Custody
of
Pa

WRIST watch lost Saturday.
Re
!lv
Cross
St..
Camden.
103*104
sessions. This is the 22d ob
Corner.
ward. TEL 113-W_______________ 103-lt
he and Cruger are talking and Slade Is
tricia Seliger minor child granted
GIRL wanted for house work, full or
outlining his plans.
HOUND lost, brown and white, vj
Three grade 5 girls. Ruth Burgess. servance of Education week in to libellant until further order of part time. No washing or cooking. clnlty
Pint Basin, Cushing. EVERETT
Apply ln person at 13 CLAREMONT
Maine
schools,
and
the
subject
will
Now continue with the story.
Phyllis Bowers and Joan Vannan,
ST
103-tf F. CONDON. 4 Erin St.. Thomaston
Court.
Tirrell
for
libellant.
102*103
HOUSEKEEPER wanted, family of
7 were honored at the State Teachers’ be, “Education for Free Men.” At
tf
Mildred
Cheney
of
Rockland
from
three:
good
pay.
TEI,
422
M
100*104
the
junior
high
school
this
will
be
CHAPTER XI
Convention in Lewiston.
Their
I
Harold Frederick Cheney of Bow
GIRL or woman wanted for general
J 1 posters on the Seven-^oint Health carried out in regular lessons. No
FOR SALE
housework
Tel 132. MRS DORLS
doinham
cruel
and
abusive
treat

Slade’s first impulse was to pro
written
invitations
will
be
sent
out,
B
FOGG. 115 Summer St
103 tf
7|
program
were
on
display
in
Bates
claim that he’d be looking for a
ment. Libellant is allowed to re
helper wanted to sleep
1941 Nash Sedan for sale, good con
College Gymnasium. Two of these but teachers extend invitation to sume her maiden name, Mildred lnMOTHERS
or out. Call at 52>z SUMMER ST., dition, good tires, mileage 8523. 8750
ghost plane.
the
parents,
through
the
children.
or
TEL.
628
R
102-tf
were hand drawn on cloth, repre
Inquire at 57 CHESTNUT ST.. Camden
"All right,” Cruger said out of a
WILL buy 12 ga. double barrel shot
103-104
Pupils of the seventh and eighth Witham. Tirrell for libellant.
prolonged silence. “You win. Give
senting seven parachutists and the
SMALL farm for sale, eight-room
gun, 00-30 or 32 special or 303 Savage
Mabel
J.
Ladd
from
Henry
T.
grades
are
learning
the
new
Armis

that Anawotto country the once-over.
house,
newly
painted
and
shingled;
rifle.
Daveno
bed
J.
KUZOT
12
other seven Red Cross nurses As
Knox St., City_________________ 102*103 good sized barn, five acres land, ln
We’re going bust anyway, the way
the pupils qualify on the seven tice Day song, ‘‘Marching Onward.’’ Ladd, both of Rockland, adultery.
South Thomaston.
ALFRED DAVIS.
HELP wanted with housework few Pleasant Gardens. RFD 1, Box 3E.
things are.”
points—posture, teeth, vision, birth
A special meeting of Ivy Chapter. Bird for libellant.
hours a week. TELI
SH 688
102 103 Rockland. Maine.________
103*104
Slade’s lips thinned with resolu
Ruth E. Bennett from Cyrus
NATTVE Eggs wanted. Write us for
registration, growth, hearing and O.ES., will be held Saturday, with
FEW
good
wood
and
coal
heaters,
tion.
particulars or telephone 147 2. Wal also good oil burner pot type, heater,
throat—they are then allowed to supper at 6. under the direction of Bennett, both of Union, cruel' and doboro, Maine. BURNHEIMER BROS . drive
“I’m going to find that Lockheed,”
25 miles and save one-third. H.
abusive
treatment.
Custody
of
North Waldoboro.
102-tf B. KALER. Washington, Tel. 5-25
color the poster representing that Mrs. Laura Starrett and Mrs.
he affirmed.
GIRL or woman from Vlnalhaven or
_______________ 103*lt
Cruger remained unimpressed.
point. Later they are awarded1 a Bervns Jameson. Waiters will be Pauline and) Wendall, minor chil towns,
for housework in Boston: 2
FIVE Piece parlor set, small bunch
-11dren
granted
to
Libellant
until
‘‘When do you start?” he ind“'red' i The hungry look was still in her eyes. But the world had come back ,o her pin from the State Health Depart J. O. Jameson Albert White, Mar
adults, plain cooking; 18 FREDERICK used
furniture, three good sewing
102*103 machines,
Slade disregarded the note of ;
further order of Court. Burgess ST. Rockland Tel 723 W
bureaus, chairs and tables.
ment
cellus Orne and LeRoy Smith.
GIRL wanted from 1 to 5 30 p in. II. B. KALER. Washington. Tel. 5-25
mockery.
for
libellant.
Apply
239
BROADWAY.
Tel
1128-M
_____103*lt
________________ __
High School students are asked
The Finnish committee for Red
“As soon as I have a look around made his fire, cooked his supper. ' ders he could make out the pallid
102 103
Abbie B. Overlock from Kenneth
GOOD second horse, wgt.
1300,
to donate to a record drive being Cross relief will hold an auction
this burg,” was his slightly abstract- and ate his bannock and bacon. ' outlines of his vanished airplane.
HOUSEWIVES
wanted
for
part sound, clever, cheap for cash or will
C.
Overlock,
both
of
Rockland,
ed reply. "And then a look around washed down with strong tea. Then, j A tingle eddied through him as he ' held this week. Money donated b and benefit dance Saturday at
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WAR BONDS

Minty. “Reckon I’ll go after him.”
He had, he knew, a second reason
for that excursion out over the
northern ridges. He had a hanker
ing to nose about a bit and find out
what might be bringing an outsid
er's plane into that district of theirs.
Minty was too good a woodsman
not to spot his landmarks and blaze
an occasional spruce or jackpine as
he pushed deeper and deeper into
the broken country north of the Kasakana. He went on. hour after silent hour, encouraged by a showing
of deer tracks and spoor. But he
got no glimpse of his buck.
What most occupied his mind, as
the sun lowered and weariness overtook him. was the problem of finding a comfortable place to make
camp. And he had the needed wood
and water, he discovered, when he
came to a loon-haunted lake lightly
fringed with spruce. He stoically

ond ridge, that its black-rocked sur
face was scored and seamed with
shallow trenches, as though a pros
pector had been stripping and
searching for color there.
i
Minty stood thoughtful a moment
and then made his way higher up
the sloping hogback that terminated
in an abrupt cliff end at the water's
edge. He crouched low
- he went
for the cover thinned out as he ascended. But he could no longer
hear voices. That troubled him a
little as he moved forward to the
crest of the divide. From there he
could see how the lake bluff merged
' into a darker tangle of timber. And
I that timber, he saw, was a manmade canopy of spruce boles. It
was an arbor-cave into which the
wings of a plane could slip and lie
concealed. And under the casually
woven cover that arched the nar
row harbor between the rock-shoul-

For the third time in half an hour
Then he took her in his arms.
she crossed to the door and scanned
She roused herself and forced
the pearl - misted skyline that
her quickly breathing body free
stretched away to the south. She
of the encircling arms.
The
told herself that she was merely
hungry look was still in her
watching for a familiar blue plane
eyes. But time and the world
with weathered wings, a plane with
had come back to her.
the Flying Padre at the controls.
“What is it?” he asked, conscious
But her thoughts, as she did so,
of the firmness with which she was
were on another plane, an equally
holding him away from her.
weathered plane known as the
“I’ve a patient there,” she re
Snow-Ball Baby.
minded
him, pointing to the knollHer week of watching over ofc
top surgery.
Umanak had persuaded her that
Slade strode after her as she
she was not equipped for solitude.
moved up the slope. He remem
She turned back to her patient
bered about old Umanak.
when she saw Umanak lift his white“How is the old boy?”
swathed head in an attitude of
“That’s what I’m waiting to find
listening
,ir. .. ...
„ .
..
. out,” Lynn explained. “Everything
^5““^Jlooks aU right, but, of course. I
A moment later Lynn herself can't tell. Father'll be here, any
heard the familiar bee-hum of a time now, to take off the bandages ”
distant motor.
“Will he be able to see?” Slade
“That's the Padre.” she said as asked. “I mean Umanak.”
"If hoping helps any,” answered
Lynn, “that old hunter will be fol
lowing a dog team again before
long.”
Slade arrested her in the door
way.
“I may be out of a job earlier
G- " .\
than I expected,” he said.
°croBt*
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(To be continued)
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M. T HALL, Friendship. Me
_________________________ 103 tf
watch lost Saturday.
RerEL 113 W_______________ 103-lt
b lost, brown and white, va
in t Basin. Cushing EVEREMT
OON. 4 Erin St.. Thomaston.
102*103

FOR SALE
lash Sedan for sale, good con
not’d tires, mileage 8523. $750
at 57 CHESTNUT ST.. Camden.
103 104
farm for sale, eight-room
newly painted and shingled;
[•ed barn, five acres land, ln
Thomaston
ALFRED DAVIS.
Gardens. RED 1, Box 3E,
tl. Maine
103*104
good wood and coal heaters,
all burner pot type, heater.
miles and save one-third. H
SR Washington, Tel. 5-25.
___________ 103*lt
Piece parlor set. small bunch
irnlture. three good sewingbureaus. chairs and tables.
LALtSR. Washington, Tel. 5-25.
103*lt
iecond horse
wgt.
1300.
■lever, cheap for cash or will
ir anything
H. B. KALER.
ton, Tel 5-25.
103*lt
il Stoker for sale, factory
toned, new guarantee; suitlarge home or apartment
TEL ROCKLAND 807.
______________ 103*104
Coupe for sale, good tires.
DAHL. R 3, Waldoboro. 102*104
V 8 coupe for sale. 1936 model
condition, good tires. Cheap
TEI. 1051 J
103*104
4D hand lumber for sale,
for firewood SHERMAN RU
IN Tel. 1264 W; 88 Camden St.
_____________ 102-103.
' ETE oak dining suite for
Ice reasonable. TEL, 472-R.
______________ 102*103
WRITERS, adding machines
h registers for sale, to let and
it lowest prices.
Late Model
hs Portable Adding machine,
apaclty. just like new; also
for all makes.

J W. THOMAS

22 Lindsey St___________ 102-104
L.I.KTt for sale, good condlMRS
CLYDE GRANT, St.

. Tenant's Harbor 57-4.
___________ 102*100
(OB. turnips and pumpkins
W E WHITNEY. Just above
it. Rockport.
102*103
1400. for sale, young and
i
fitted wood and Junk
KENNETH DEAN. So. Hope,
ton 11-11________________102*103
IY farm for sale ln West Rocklarn good for 4000 hens. Exirtueberry land. Tel. 575, FRED
.D. 22 Amesbury St
102-tf
2 horse dump carts for sale.
Inch rims
Tel 575. FRED
«D, 22 Amesbury St.
102-tf
Tampbell house, corner Union
mite, ls for sale Newly decoiroughout. Eight rooms bath,
hot water heat
EDWARD
|tNIA. Tel 710 City.
101-104
baby carriage for sale with
I,nt piece so can be used as
In fine shape, clean. $12.
CLARK. 80 Bav View St
__ ______________
101 104
wood. 15 acres, largely pulp.
Waldoboro
H W THORN
Tel. Rockland. 172 R
101*112
tool yarn for sale direct from
“turer
Samples and knitting
as free
H A. BARTLETT.
V. Maine
96-104
t.ABLE property for sale in
. to settle estate J. HERBERT
Tel. 2306 or 2170, Camden.
_______69-tf

hard coal, egg, stove, nut
er ton. del. Nut size and run
New River soft, not screened
m del M. B. & C. O. PERRY.
St . Tel 487
100-tf
R

:al estate
FOR SALE
[it-room Modern House,
painted and papered, near

»nd P. O.; was $4000, now
-room.

Two

Apartment

I. all modem; three minute
|o Rockland P. O.; just offor sale. $5000.

rn-room House, north-end
[»n; large lot of land fee
li and poultry; was $3000,
.’500.

[room House, modem, about
I.i rs old: three acres of land
fie for poultry and market
i; a bargain at $2500.

(room Cape Cod type Home
lly repaired and in flrstI ondltlon; land for garden;
poo, now $2625.

pe Valois Commandery K. T.,
inspected Friday by Orand
.ptain General, John Tewkesbury
t Camden.
Ladies of the O.A.R. met Friday
fh large attendance. Supper was
,n-ed by Mrs. Edgar Bradstreet,
Fernald Ames, Mrs. Raymond
ffbster.
poyd Robertson, Jr., student at
ales College, has won a scholarJip, amounting to $600.
qt Ada Balfour returned Thurs|V from a business trip in Portind.
jled Cross will meet Wednesday
. Grand Army rooms for an all
ay session, Mrs. Scott Littlefield,
jairman.

Mrs Leroy Arey and son John
•turned Thursday from a visit
ith Mr and Mrs. Nels Stordahl
»d Pvt John Stordahl in Springeld, Mass.

E G f>ane returned Saturday
■om a business trip in Rockland.
Mrs Margaret Coombs is visiting
er daughter, Mrs. Earl Coe ln
oonton, N. J.
Tlie Sharp Shooters met Wednes
ay with Alex Christie in celebraon of his birthday.
Mtss Nellie Hall entertained the
improvement Club, Friday.

Washington, Nov. 4—My Com
mittee on Post Offices met recent
ly on a bill which may be of great
advantage to some Star Route car
riers, and a public hearing is to
be held on it. The bill sets up a
superintendent of Star Route Serv
ice in the Post Office Department.
Star Route carriers, who would
like to have appointment under the
proposed new law, can ask to be
relieved of contract and be ap
pointed to the same route without
term. That is, the bill seeks to
end the present bid-and-contract
plan for Star Routes and keep
satisfactory Star Route carriers on
indefinitely.
The Postmaster General may en
ter into a contract when he is not
able to procure carriage of the
Route under the terms of the bill
and the Postmaster General may
fill vacancies on certification from
the Civil Service after examina
tions.
Carriers, under the proposed law
will be paid for the scheduled tlm'
of the Route at 65 cents an hou'
plus five cents per mile of the
Route. Persons seeking appoint
ment, except Incumbents, must b»
between 21 and 55 years of age
Retirement is at 70 years. The car
rier will furnish equipment, and
designate a substitute.
• • • •
An inquiry comes to me from a
veteran, who says that the Veterans
Administration wants to apply
group hospitalization money from
a policy he carried with a private
insurance company to payment of
hospital expenses. He is now get
ting a pension. The Veterans Ad
ministration says that whatever
hospitalization money is due under
a hospitalization policy must be
paid to the Administration, which
takes care of all hospital bills. This
money would not, in any event, go
to the veteran but would go only

Mrs Ieonard Swears returned
Wednesday from Bangor.
The Antiques met Tuesday with
Irs James Hassen. Mrs. William
awry was guest of honor.
A A Peterson, A. E. Libby and
A Coombs returned Thursday
Bom a business trip in Portland.
Miss Elizabeth Ross returned
ursday from Rockland.
Mr and Mrs. Mark P. Smith, who
ave been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
L. Boman, returned Saturday to
ston.
Charles Polk left Monday to ento pay hospital bills. The Veterans
st in the Coast Guard.
Administration does not touch
money
from policies which goes di
CLARK ISLAND
rect
to
the veteran.
Miss Arlene Morrison of Bath
Another query was whether our
Luted several days recently with
Bureau of Internal Revenue could
latives and friends here.
tax a disability pension paid by the
Walter Webel has joined the U.
Canadian Government to an Ameri
N. R and is now at Newport,
can citizen. The Bureau says that
I.
such Income is not taxable.
Robert McGee is an appendec• • • •
my patient at Knox Hospital.
Complaint has come to me that
Miss Catheryn Caven of East
Marines coming back from Parris
artford, Conn., and Pfc. William
Island, South Carolina, training
tppanen of the Army Air Corps
station, bring bedbugs in their
•ited recently with Miss Caven’s
clothes, and I have asked a Marine
andparents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Corps official about this. He says
Caven.
he has a report from the Com
Miss Sylvia Maker of Portland is
manding Officer there who states
Isiting her grandmother. Mrs.
that they keep up a constant effort
ictcr Blomberg.
to prevent all vermin, but it is
difficult because of the warm cli
mate. There Is also recontaminatlon all the time from travelers on
Wkai youftiuf, With buses and crowded trains. They do
everything they can think of, sun
beds and clothing, spray bunks and
barracks, sterilize articles where
bugs might breed, fumigate build
The power of the greatest Navy in ings. All non-commissioned offi
e world, our own two-ocean fleet,
ests in large measure on ita back- cers have orders to be on the look
e—the Battleships of the Line, out.
• • • •
ley displace approximately 35,000
A jeweler asks that some of our
mi and cost up to $70,000,000. We
ive something like a score of these •surplus silver be handed over to
ge ships in the Atlantic and Pa the jewelers, who are hit very hard
le.
by war scarcities. A law now pro
hibits sale to manufacturing jewel
ers and Other companies which
make articles sold to jewelers, he
says, and he favors pending legis
lation to repeal this. After silver
needed for the war and for coin
ing money is taken out of our vast
reserve, he thinks the rest could be
released for other use.
ease
Many requests come to me for
Eight huge battleships are under samples of the cloth needed by the
nstruction and more are contem Government for various uses. Gov
ned. To finance these modern ernment agencies have been kind
cliaths of the sea It is necessary
f every American everywhere to enough to give samples from time
ay more and more War Bonds. We to time but say that the specifica
n do it if everybody does his tions for bidders are sufficient with
-are. Invest at least ten percent out wasting cloth on samples and
your income every pay day to that standard samples are main
elp your county go over its Bond’ tained at depots where manufac
'l°ta.
(/. S. Treasury Det'arlmeul turers can see them. Address ot
these depots can be obtained from
the Department concerned.
TAKE PART
• • • *
Some
workers
in a shipyard of
OF YOUR
my District that is not on the Na
tional War Labor Board list for an
agreement have written to ask me
why they have not received the
IN
raises
in pay which have been ef
WAR STAMPS
fected under these agreements.
Three Maine yards are now on
and DO YOUR PART the list; namely, Bath Iron Works.

WAR BONDS

rn-room Modern House hl
|aston;
was
$2500, now
• room House in Thomns-

fOMORROty

U >

vas $1500; make offer.

I'hi are interested in buying
yp»- of Real Estate, come

|d talk it over with—

- A. THURSTON
[Office Open Evenings)
OLD COUNTY ROAD
(I,ANT>, ME.
TEL. 1159

102-tf

US. WAR BONOS

need your care today,
ny wise mother* and father* find
Dr. True’* Elixir a helpful ally when their
children require a laxative. Thi* medicine
aids in promoting intestinal elimination. For
young and old. Agreeable to take. Caution; Use
directed. Ask for it*at your druggist.

Dr.True's Elixir
THE TRUE

Midnighf

Show at The Strand Tonight

FAMILY

LA XATI VL

Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG. Worcester; WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart*
ford; WGAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

South Portland Shipbuilding Corpo
ration, Todd-Bath Iron Shipbuild
ing Corporation at South Portland.
Three more are under considera
tion; namely, Reed Brothers at
Boothbay Harbor, Rice Brothers at
East Boothbay, Snow Shipyards at
Rockland.
The Zone Standard Agreements
are the result of public demand
that shipbuilding strikes stop and
that the stealing of workers from
one yard to another be prevented.
A Board of 25 members with repre
sentatives of government, public
and maritime unions, met and di
vided the shipbuilding areas of the
country into Zones. Maine is in
the Atlantic Zone. The Agreement
sets up standard wages which are
paid all over the Zone so that there
ls no incentive for workers to move
from yard to yard for higher pay.
Adjustments are made as neces
sary in the wage levels. Grievance
committees are set up to take care
cf disputes. Strikes and lockouts
xre outlawed by the Agreement.
Provision is made for overtime,
■hifts, and otheT working condi
tions.

If bread is tlie standby in your
house for every single meal, you’ll
surely want our new Ward's leaflet
of ways to use Ward’s Tip Top
Bread in War Time. That's one of
a trio of Ward's leaflets we want
you to have . . . the others are
"Cake Parade" and “What to Eat
in War Time.”
We can send you quite a sheaf
of sugar saving recipes too . . .
through the sponsors of the pro-

THE LYRIC MUSE

Publication Limited to Brief

Poems
of Original Composition
By Subscriber*

GOLDEN SHOWERS

Music, beauty, fun and romance
are
amply provided in “Orchestra
Nation’s Grangers
Wives” by George Montgomery,
Ann Rutherford and Glenn Miller
It is reported that certain auto (with his band, of course). The
mobile tire dealers In New York three are starred in the 20th
City have stocks on hand which at Century-Fox musical. Blondes and
the present rate of rationing would
last from 10 to 25 years. One con tion and recreation a fine group of
cern, the Westminster Tire Cor wide-awake young people.
poration, has 80.000 passenger car
• • • •
tires. Under rationing it would
What will probably prove the
move 250 tires a month, or 3,000 a oldest living Grange member in the
year. This means that the stock United States at the present time
it has on hand would last for 27 has been “discovered” in the per
years at the present rate of doling son of Mrs. Marcia A. Strong of
it out. The Goodyear Company de Taftsville, Vt. She has recently
clares that a tire is good for only passed her 102d birthday and is a
four or five years. Prior to ration member of Ottauquechee Grange
ing, tires kept in stock for 18 No. 308, at Taftsville. She con
months were taken back to the tinues in good health, and when
factory and scrapped or stamped as her Grange observed its 50th birth
seconds.
day a few years ago, she contributed
• •• •
the gift of a beautiful quilt of her
Coffee shortages are being report own making. She still retains her
ed in many cities throughout the interest in all Grange projects and
country, with hoarding by house keeps well informed on national and
wives aggravating the situation. world affairs.
New York City’s supply of coffee
♦ ♦ • ♦
on Oct.l was estimated at 300,000
Connecticut Granges initiated
bags, as against 1,415,000 a year more than 600 new members during
ago.
the last quarter.
• • ••
Soybeans, flrst grown in this
EAST LIBERTY
country as a forage crop, is now
Pvt. Leamon Smith has returned
coming Into use as a valuable addi
to
Fort Leonard Wood, Mo., after a
tion to our list of vegetable for
the table. From the dry beans also three weeks’ furlough at his home
come a number of products such as here.
The Andrew Marshall family
flour, milk, curd, refined oil for
salads or cooking purposes, and the has moved from Rockville to tlie
flavorful sauce widely used as a Harrison Davis place. Mr. Mar
shall is working for Elbridge Davis.
condiment.
• < • •
Allen Colby was the first to get
Manufacturers of milk cans have a deer Nov 2.
Herbert and Edward .Ryan of
been ordered by the War Produc
tion Board to reduce the use of Bath are spending a few days in
iron and steel by two thirds. The town.
Leigh Adams and family of Hal
different types of cans which may
lowell,
were visitors Sunday at the
be produced has been sharply cur
home of their parents, Mr. and
tailed.
* ♦ • •
Mrs. J. Q Adams. They also at
Aroostook County, which is great tended the funeral of Rev. E. A
er in area than lhe States of Rhode Dinslow.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Ward of
Island and Connecticut combined,
produces 10 percent of all the white T horndike were guests Sunday at
potatoes grown In the United the Skinner home. Mrs. Isabel
States. The Department of Agri Pierson is visiting Mrs. Gertie
culture estimates that Maine’s po Skinner for a few weeks.
Sarah McAlvin has returned to
tato crop this year will amount to
the
home of her niece, Mrs. Clar
44.550,000 bushels. According to
ence
Howes after a visit with
past experience more than 85 per
friends
in Fairfield.
cent, or approximately 38,000,000
William
Kershaw preached Sun
bushels, of these potatoes will be
grown in Aroostook county. The day in the church at Livermore.
William Wetherbee and Elmer
total acreage devoted to potatoes in
the United States remains fairly Haley of Bath were visitors Sun
constant from year to year at from day at the home of Elwin Adams.
Dr. and Mrs- Paul Jones and
3,000,000 and 3500,000 acres. Within
Mrs.
Emma Jones were recent call
the past 11 years our total produc
ers
on
Mrs. Percy White.
tion of potatoes has been as high
as 427.000,000 bushels and as low
as 332,000,000 bushels. The Aroos
SOUTH HOPE
took potato kingdom accounts for
Mrs, Doris Merrifield and infant
from one-half to two-thirds of the son have returned home from
agricultural incomes of the state of Edith Gould’s Nursing Home in
Maine. The quality of this year’s Scuth Unioncrop is reported exceptionally good.

• • • •
Grange folks are quite apt to find
a way to meet emergencies and do
not hesitate to exert themselves
when such a need arises. A good
illustration comes from Kingfisher
county, Oklahoma, when Oak View
Grange found the local school
building faced with a fuel shortage
for the coming Winter and not
much coal in sight. Accordingly
the Orange men organized a wood
cutting bee. and went at it in dead
earnest. One member donated the
timber, others contributed the use
of power saws and tracks, and
many others swung axes all day
long in the woods. By nightfall 16
ranks of wood had been cut. sawed,
hauled to the school woodshed and
stacked therein. Time was taken
at noon to enjoy a huge dinner pre
pared by the ladies, and lt was said
the choppers worked harder during
that hour than at any other point
through the day!
• • • •
The Grange in Minnesota ran a
Youth Camp on the Kelley Farm,
and brought together for instruc-
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Frank Willis, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Willis, is attending a
trade school in Houlton.
Mrs. Ella Bowley has returned
frem a week's visit with Mrs. Liz
zie Wentworth.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hastings
(Dorethy Lane) who were married
Oct. 30. are occupying Woodbury
Lermond's houseMrs. Edith Willis has returned
home after spending two weeks in
Massachusetts.

brunettes abound in the cast that
includes Lynn Bari, Carole Landis,
Virginia Gilmore and Mary Beth
Hughes, as well as Cesar Romero
and the Nicholas Brothers, a
breathtaking dance team. The mu
sic by Mack Gordon and Harry

Warren is sweet, hot and unusual
—and so is the story. William LeBaron produced the film and Archie
Mayo directed from a script by
Karl Tunberg and Darrell Ware
based on an original story by
James Prindle.

I For The Courier-Gazette)
The air ls full of golden showers
Coins spread broadcast with frost's
largess
Filling roads from trees and bowers
With ripened fruits of their duress.
Orchards gay with crops o'er laden
Brilliant In the fall sunshine.
Men and boys and maidens busy
Gathering ere chill nips take fines.
Perfumed breeze full up with Autumn's
Gay feast of smokey tang and frost.
Honey of the Summer's nurture
Thankful hearts discerned small cost.
I.lfe ts full of golden coinage
Wtnnowlngs our most sacred task.
Scattered through all the hurried
years
We find more blessings than griefs
and tears.
K S F.
Rockland.

for an important part in the school
play.
On his current tour. Mr. Williams
Its Work Being Presented is illustrating his talks with a set
of photographs taken last Summer
To Coast Dwellers By
from the Sunbeam, the Mission's
Missionary Pastor
kkkM
diesel cruiser, by Miss Mary
SON
OF MY SOUL
For the first time in the history Damarel of Montclair, N. J.
|For The Courier-Gazette)
Two greater Portland Ministers The dusks of many evenings
of the Maine Seacoast Mission an
served
during the past Summer as
Rise clear before my sight.
organized program of presenting
golden tints of sunset skies
volunteer
pastors for the Mission. The
the work of the Mission to Maine
Bespeak the coming night.
people is underway. Rev. Anson Mr. Williams spoke most highly of The doors are opening softly
dear forms gather there,
Williams, missionary pastor, is cur their services and of the apprecia ToAnd
sing the evening vesper
Around my mother's chair.
rently on a tour of a number of tion felt by the peddle whom they
served.
They
are
the
Rev.
Martin
“
Sun
of my Soul, O Saviour dear.
Maine towns where he is speaking
It ls not night, if Thou art near.”
Sorensen,
pastor
of
the
First
Con

to church groups and contacting
E'en now. I listen for that strain —
I think I hear her voice again.
individuals in the interest of gregational Church, South Portland,
I
try to pierce with earthly eyes
Maine’s unique missionary society. now serving as an Army chaplain,
And see beyond ln Paradise
earthly vision cannot trace
Mr. Williams said he was sur who volunteered for work at Ma But
Through clouds,
that veil my
tinicus
and
Criehaven,
and
the
mother's face.
prised to find so many people in
the state entirely ignorant of the Rev. Willard Rand, pastor of the I’ll wait till clouds have rolled away.
The dawn of an eternal day
“splendid work of a Maine mis Munjoy Hill Methodist Church, who Will bring again that face to me
That sweet loved face again I'll see
sion for Maine people” but that so was stationed at Frenchboro.
The organ tones again shall roll
Despite
increased
demands
and
a
Again I'll hear “Son of My Soul.”
far he had found “wonderful re
Mary E. L. Taylor
sponse and, in addition to about 50 decreased budget, in view of its
Tenant's Harbor.
past
record,
the
Mission
can
be
de

new contributing members, a num
ber of church organizations had pended upon to continue its policy
indicated their willingness to take of "to lonely folk she brings good
War Price and Rationing Board
the Mission a one of their philan cheer; relief to those in pain and
fear; to children something warm No. 127 announces the issuance of
thropies.”
The Maine Seacoast Mission, and bright; to those who sit in the following certificates for the
whose purpose it is to serve the darkness, light.” And, as Mr. Wil week ending Nov. 7:
spiritual and physical needs of the liams pointed out, “the pecple of
New Passenger, Truck and
many people living on islands and Maine are being given an op
Bus Tires
in isolated coastal communities portunity to show true neighborli
Forrest
W.
Morris. Port Clyde.
from Kittery to Eastport, finds it ness to others right in the State.”
U. & G. Express, Rockland.
self receiving more calls than ever
Charles E King, Camden.
in wartime with less financial sup
STONINGTON
Leslie G. Heath, South Hope.
Thomas McGuire has joined the
port to carry on its work according
Isidore Poust, Rockland.
to Mr. Williams. He said that Navy.
Vernal C. Wallace, Warren.
most of the small communities in
Pvt. Wyman Greenlaw has re
the Mission parish are losing from turned to Newark, Del.
Grade B—Passeneger Car Tires
25 to 33 percent of their population
Mrs. Loanis Knowlton is home
John/ Black, Rockand'.
to the Armed Services or defense from Sunset where she has been
Russell E. Turner, Rockland.
industries, leaving behind the aged visiting her sister, Mrs. Courtney
Harold R. Stoddard, Rockland
and children who need the help Eaton.
Obsolete Size Tires
the Mission offers.
Vera Libby has returned to Scar“We constantly are receiving calls
Arthur R. Brown. Ash Point.
boro.
from communities where doctors or
Kenneth E. Mank, Hope.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Dunham
clergymen have left and which we
Willard B. Ware, Washington.
have
returned to Medford after
must take under our wing,” the
Retreads—Passenger. Truck
visiting friends here.
pastor said.
and Bus
Mr. and Mrs. Smith and family
The Mission Red Cross nurse,
Forrest
W.
Morris. Port Clyde.
who normally passes the Winter at have moved to the Gregory Mer
John
Black,
Rockland
Matinicus and Criehaven has been chant house.
Haroldi H. Nash, Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Joyce are oc
transferred to Swan's Island, which
Earl M. Butler, Union.
had a resident physician until re cupying the Harriman house.
Mrs. Luther A. Clark, Thomas
cently. Now another nurse must
Carolyn Billings is attending a
ton.
be found for the former com business college in Portland.
Benjamin C. Barbour, Warren.
munities.
Edna Merrill is home from Sun
Harcld F Brown, Camden.
Among the Mission's projects are set where she has been employed.
Walter G. Starrett, Warren.
its furniture and clothing ex
Mrs. Mildred Powers and son
Clifford W. Robinson, Walren.
changes where articles are sold to Kendall of Waukegan, Ill., were
Carl N. Sukeforth, Union.
the coast people at cost or less here to attend the funeral services
Waino Lehto, Warren.
This week one of the furniture for Mrs. Powers’ mother, Mrs. Nellie
George
W Day, Union.
sales is scheduled at Jcnesport. Green.
Helen P. Gallop, Camden.
Another project that was initiated
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Stevens of
Howard L. Flanders, Rockland.
in the Fall of 1941 and which Is Auburn, Mass., formerly of this
Max Wendland, Union.
proving of benefit is Sargent House, tewn, have announced the marriage
Melvin Lawry. Friendship.
a home maintained at Bar Harbor Oct. 31 of their daughter, Laura, to
Lewis Fisk. Warren.
where girls from communities hav George H. DuHamel of Auburn.
Mrs. Lucy Johnson, Clark Island.
ing no high school may live while ! The couple were atended by Miss
John, H Post, Rockland.
attending Bar Harbor High School. 1 Annette DuHamel. sister of the
I
Wilbur P. Strong. Thomaston.
Feur girls now are enjoying Mrs. bridegroom, and James Stevens,
Frederick
G. Kendall. West Ap
Williams’ motherly care and mak brother of the groom.
pleton.
ing the most of their opportunity
for a high school education. One
There’s one shortage in this war Grevis F. Payson, Union.
of the girls, who was chosen last which is an extremely pleasant one.
year as the outstanding member of Have you, too, notioed the great
her class, recently has been chosen -scarcity of slackers?

Seacoast Mission

Tire Certificates

gram. One is the big Bre’r Rabbit
book of recipes ... 116 Bre’r Rab
bit molasses recipes and a special
tuck-in folder of 15 sugar-saving:
recipes that use Bre’r Rabbit;
molasses. There’s a new Nestle
folder of special Lunch Box recipes
and if you'll enclose a self-addressed
stamped envelope we can send you
the tested Ceresota enriched flour
sugar-saving recipes.
You’ll enjoy the Kyanize book of
color ideas, we think, and that’s;
free and yours for the asking. It's
called “Bring Your Bright Ideas to
Life with Color” and we think
you’ll want the Maltex Thanksgiv
ing folder. There are two special
recipes on this folder for your
Thanksgiving feast. A new and
delicious stuffing . . . and a dainty
spicy Indian pudding. Not much
time on this offer . . . better get
your card off today asking for it.
Then Sterling salt people are
offering a dozen Christmas cards
. . . lovely large mat-finish French,
type cards for the bit of paper over
the spout of the Sterling salt boxes
with a dime and your name and
address. You'll like these cards
. . . and it will get your Christmas
mail off to a good early start if
you take advantage of the offer
now.
I Address Marjorie Mills. New Eng
land Network, Boston, or your own
station for offer and free books and
folders.
Fresh Vegetable Chutney — 3
onions, 3 green peppers, 6 tomatoes,.
% cup vinegar, 1*6 teaspoons Ster
ling salt, *6 teaspoon pepper, 4
tablespoons sugar, *4 cup Wesson
oil.
Put tlie prepared vegetables
through a food chopper, using the
' medium blade. Place in a salad
bowl, add the seasonings, vinegar,
sugar and oil. Toss until thorough
ly mixed. Cover and chill in the
refrigerator.
Meat Balls—1 pound hamburg or
chopped beef,

1

egg.

1 teaspoon

Sterling salt. !4 teaspoon pepper, 3
tablespoons butter, 1 cup tomato
juice, *4 cup diced celery, 1 green
pepper, diced, 2 teaspoons minced
onion
Add egg, salt and pepper to ham
burg, shape into 'balls and brown
in hot drippings. Place balls in a
buttered baking dish and add green
pepper, celery and onion. Pour to
mato juice over the whole, cover
and bake in a 350 F. oven for one

hour. Serves 4 to 6.
Veal In Sour Cream—2 pounds
veal cutlets, cut in cubes. Butter
to brown, 2 tablespoons Ceresota
enriched flour, *6 teaspoon Sterling
salt, Dash paprika, 1 cup sour
cream, *6 pound fresh mushrooms,
1 tablespoon minced onion.
Brown veal in butter and place
in a casserole. Cover tightly. Add
3 tablespoons water to frying pan,
blend in flour, stir till smooth.
Slowly add sour cream, stirring $onstantly. When thick, add season
ings and mushrooms which have
been fried gently in butter. Pour
over veal, bake in very slow oven
for one hour.
Halibut In Tomato Sauce— 4
tablespoons Ceresota enriched flour,
2 tablespons butter, 2 cups tomato
juice, 1 cup grated Shefford Che
velle cheese, Sterling salt, pepper
to taste, 4 fish fillets.
Blend- flour and butter; stir in
tomato juice; season with salt, pep
per; add grated cheese when thick
ened. Arrange ’^-inch slices hali
but in buttered baking dish; pour
in tomato- sauce; bake in moderate
oven (350 to 375 deg. F.) until fish
is tender. Serves 4 portions.
Berkshire Muffins — Two-thirds

cup milk, scalded, *6 cup yellow
cornmeal, H cup cooked rice, *6
cup Ceresota enriched flour, sifted,
2 tablespoons sugar, *6 teaspoon
Sterling salt, 3 teaspons baking
powder, 1 egg. separated, 1 table

spoon melted butter.
Pour hot milk over cornmeal and
let it stand for 5 minutes Add
rice. Mix and sift dry ingredients.
Combine with cornmeal, rice and
egg yolk, well beaten, then add
melted butter.
Fold in stiffly
beaten egg white. Bake in hot
oven (425 deg. F.) about 25 min
utes. Makes about 8 small muffins.

AIR CORPS RATE!

MEDOMAK
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Smith of
Waldcboro ' spent Sunday at L. W.
Osier’s.
Miss Pauline McLain is spending
a vacation with her aunt in South
Hiram.
Ralph Genthner. Jr. is a surgical
patient at Miles Memorial Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. James Murphy and
Miss Laura Murphy were visitors
Tuesday at Freda Collamore’s.
Theodore McLain has employ
ment at the boat shop in Boothbay.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Yeaton
have rented the Collamore house.

4W

BOSTON

if

Hare ia a hotel for permanent and transient guests away from the
bustle of the commercial hotel, in a quiet, restful atmosphere you'll
enjoy. Only 6 minutee to downtown Boston by rapid transit. Family
suites available. Garage facilities connected. No liquor told.
Boom and bath from $3 — double from $5 — suites from $6

It is estimated that approxlmatt-

466 Commonwealth Avenue, at Charlesgate West
Kenmore Square
Henry A. Burnham, Mgr.

ly 15,000,000 Victory Gardens were

planted throughout the U. S In
1642

It’a plane to aee that Kates gel
gets the
Air Force, and never the air I Resaon: her chocolate cakea are made
with top-flight RUMFORD—the Bak
ing Powder that lifts cakes like a pilot
lifts a plane! 83 years’ service ia
America’s best kitchens. FREE: Pa

triotic pamphlet of sugarless recipes!
Conserve for victory. Write Rumford
Baking Powder, Box ES, Rumford,RX

Tuesaay-Frw4JLuesttaY'FridaV
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Their Silver Pilot Wings Have Sprouted

CUSHING
Mrs. Hattie D. Orff

News of the death' of Mrs. Hat
tie D. Orff came as a shock to the
community and brought much sor
row. Mrs. Orff was about to go to
the home of a friend to attend a
church meeting when she suffered
*a severe heart attack. Two doctors
were called and two nurses were in
attendance, but to no avail.
—
She was born in this town Dec.
6. 1867, second doughter of the late
Arch and Rebekah Davis Robinson.
She was educated in the public
schools and was a successful school
i teacher before her marriage.
The sudden death of her hus
band Eldrean Orff nearly four
; years ago was a severe blow to
her, but with her indomitable
courage and cheerfulness she
' went bravely on doing the things
nearest to hand- She was a womJ an devoted to her home and fam
ily in the true sense of the word,
yet found time for outside activi
ties. her industry and ability to ac
complish things being a marvel to
all who knew her.
Fledgling fliers but a few months ago, this group of fully-grown Axis busters is ready for a crack at
In yOUng womanhood she united
Hitler, Hirohito, et al. The picture shows a group of graduates at Ellington Field, Texas, about to man their,
Methodist Church and
twin-engine advanced training planes. They received their silver pilot wings and commissions in the Army “
* , t,
H
Air Forces today. Similar graduations took place simultaneously at the six other advanced schools in the ■ was a great worker in the Ladies

The annual inspection of the
Contract Club met Friday at thf
home of Dr. Lucy Spears with twc Fred A. Norwood W R.C. will be
tables. High scores were receiver icld Friday with Dept. Pres.
by Mrs. James Creighton and Mrs
Margaret P Annis of Bangor as
R. O. Elliot. The next meeting wil
be Friday again at the home of Dr nspecting officer. Supper will be
served at 6 and each member is
Spears.
Mrs. Elmer C Ingalls entertainer i^ked to contribute food.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles King are
a group of friends at a tea Frida;
n
Camden for a week at the home
afternoon in honor of Mrs. Fred
>f
her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
erick Dennison, of Wellsville, N. Y
leath,
while the Heaths are on a
These present were Mrs. Williar
runting trip.
C. Brooks. Mrs Donal Thompsoi
Mrs. Marie Bisbee entertained at
Mrs. Richard Feyler, Mrs. Foret
Stone, Mrs. Malcolm Seavey, Mr
iridge Thursday with Mrs. Marion
Alfred Strout and Miss Mildre
tichards receiving high score prize.
Dermnons. Miss Jane Miller wa
<frs. Hildied Rider, second and Mrs.
<3sie Hawkins, consolaton. Others
invited but unable to attend.
The stated meeting of Grac
iresent were Mrs. Nina Carroll,
Mrs. Nellie Staples, Mrs. Marion;
Chapter, O.E.S. will be held Wed
nesday at 7.30.
ngraham, Miss Helen Small.
Pvt. Joel Miller, formerly at At
Mrs. Bertha Wright, who has
lantic City, N J., is now located a
teen visiting for a few months at
Iz»wry Field. Colo., where he i
he home of her brother and sistertaking a course in photograph;
n-law, Mr and Mrs. Lou E. Up- Gulf Coast Army Air Forces Training Center.
Aid Society. She was also a loyal
His address is: 33 T.S.S. Barrack lam, returned Saturday to Athens,
member of Acorn Grange, also a
C44, Lowry Field, Colorado.
?B.
valued member of the Neighborly
ternoon at the home of Miss Marion
Parent-Teacher Association meet
Pvt. Donald Overlook, stationed Weidman.
Club.
What
'l/oH'&iuf,
With
Mrs. -Orff possessed) many fine
Thursday at 7.30 Tlie speaker wi’ it the U. S. Army Air Base in
Bohndell-Pletsch
be Mrs. Robert H. Libby who wi’ Marianna, Fla., is spending a two
traits of character which, com
A pretty wedding was solemized
bined with her friendly disposi
tell of her trip to the N.E A. Con
veeks* furlough with his parents,
NAOMA MAYHEW
Saturday night at 7.30 at the home
vention at Denver, Colo, and Ye!
dr. and Mrs. William Overlock.
tion, won many friends and she
Correspondent
of Mr and Mrs. Edgar S. Bohndell.
lowstone National Park. Refresh
will be greatly missed in the Com
More workers are needed at the Camden road, when Miss Elisabeth
The “Stovepipe,” as the 60-milli- munity as well as in the family.
ments will be served by Mr; led Cross rooms, which are opened
Tel. 658
X
Pietsch of Rydal, Pa.„ became the
meter trench mortar is commonly
Philip Greenleaf and Mrs. Warrei
Surviving are five children, Mrs.
his afternoon from 1 to 4 o’lock, bride of their son Henry Francis
known, is used by our infantry for
„ „
, _ ,
Knights.
s there are many more surgical Bohndell. The bride has as her
Leon Stinson, who is stationed at close-in fighting. It fires a 2.4-pound L*^ian Stevens ol Pleasant Point,
rate of abobt 35 a Ardrey Orff of Rockland, Albert of
Mrs. Edwin F Lynch entertainec Iressings to be folded, as well as
attendants Mrs. Isabelle Crockett Portsmouth, N. H., is spending ten shell at the
minute.
children, Mrs. Hattie Young of
the Thursday Club at her home or >ther work to be done. Over 5,000
as matron of honor and Mrs. Mil- days with his family on Harding
Loring of Thomaston; two step
Dunn street witii two tables. Prize' Iressings have already been com- dred
of
Miss avenue.
children,
Mrs. Hattie Young of
went to Mrs. E. R. Biggers, Mr'
jleted. The Red Cross will send Marion Parsons of Lewiston, and
Donald Welt is stationed at
Pleasant Point and! Willis J Orff
Mabie Achorn and Mrs. Warre
Christinas gifts to all Rockport Mrs. Lucy Whittier of Camden, as Camp Buxton, N. C.
of Cushing; a sister, Mrs. Lillian
Knights. The next meeting will t
>cys who are in service in this bridesmaids. She was given in
John Thomas is confined to his
Marshall of Portland; a brother,
in two weeks at the home of Mr:
?ountry, and parents or relatives marriage by George Crockett, an home with acute bronchitis.
John A. Robinson of Rockland; 13
Mabie Achorn, Green street.
if such boys are asked to furnish intimate friend of the couple.
The Baptist Circle will meet at
grandchildren and four great
Mrs. Gertrude Linneken returne< the mailing address to one of this
Douglas Ladd of Rockland was the the church parlor Wednesday at 2
Saturday after visiting her daugh committee: Mrs. Marion Richards,
grandchildren.
groom’s best man and he also had o’clock for Red Cross sewing.
ter and son-in-law. Mr. and Mr: Mrs. Amy Miller, Mrs. Wilma
Services were held at the home
as attendants Cleveland Whittier
Friday Club will meet with Mrs.
Francis Friend, Skowhegan, for sev
conducted by her pastor, Rev. Wal
Rhodes or Mrs. Evelyn Cunning of Camden and Edw. Thomas of
Harry Wilson at 2 o’clock. Mrs.
ter A. Smith. Acorn Grange ateral days.
ham.
Lewiston.
H.
C.
Buchanan
will
be
the
reader.
The mortar fires its projectile in tended in a body. The unusual
Mrs. Everett Noble, Miss Jan
Mrs. Belle Coates accompanied
The bride wore a blue wool dress
The McKay family spent the a U-shaped arc and for this reason profusion of flowers bore testimony
Miller and Mrs. Wilson B. Carte Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Loring and in street length and carried an arm
were dinner guests Friday of Mr; Mrs. Edith Gilchrist Dooley of bouquet of white chrysanthemums. week-end at Hebron where they may be successfully camouflaged j-0 ^he love and esteem of many
behind an obstruction. It costs about friends. Burial was in the family
visited Thomas McKay.
John Holmes, Port Clyde, afte Rockland on a trip Thursday to
The single Ting ceremony was
$500. You and your neighbors, join
which a social evening was enjoyed Portland.
Ruth Mathews spent the week ing together, can buy many of these lot in this town.
performed by Rev. F. Ernest Smith
end
in Boston.
At the recent Junior Prize Day
effective weapons for use of our
A practice meeting for the officers of The Methodist Church.
exercises held at The Hill School if Harbor Light Chapter, OE.S. will
Wallie Davis has been visiting army. Investing at least ten per
Following -the ceremony refresh
SWAN’S ISLAND
Pottstown. Pa., E. Payson George, be held tonight at Masonic hall at ments were served with Mr. and here and in Lincolnville before en cent of your income in War Bonds
Mr.
and
Mrs. Elliott Smith and
every payday will do the job. Get
son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald P 7 o’clock.
Mrs. Bohndell cutting the bride’s tering the Air Force.
on the firing line on the home front two children are in Rockland for
George of Thcmaston, was the re
An Armistice Victory Ball will be
join the “Ten Percent Club.” the Winter.
Rev. and Mrs. C. V. Overman re cake. They left immediately on a
cipient of the prizes given for turned Saturday from Boston where brief wedding trip and on return held at the Opear House, sponsored
U. S. Treasury Department
Capt. George W. Lane of Rock
highest honors in Fourth Form Mr. Overman had been under ob ing will make their home with the by the Motor Corps. Bud Clark and
port
is at the Ti$sk House for a
English and Third F^rin Algebra
his orchestra will furnish the
servation at the Lahey Clinic. His groom’s parents.
few days.
George, a member of The Fifth
Mr. Bohndell is a ship rigger at music.
condition was found to be much
Mr. and Mrs. Rowland Chandler
Form, has made the Dean's List in more satisfactory than expected.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Thomas
the Snow Shipyards in Rockland.
and two children and Mrs. Roscoe
every term since entering the
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Wooster Guests at the ceremony were: Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Forest Spear
Chandler have moved to Munroe
school a year ago last September. and daughter Nancy of Bangor and Mrs. William Proctor of Lew spent Friday in Portland.
where they will engage in farming.
A Youth Rally will be held Fri and Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Wooster iston; Mrs. Abbie Sylvester, Mrs.
Good Cheer Class meets tonight
The Adult Bible Study is being
day at the Baptist Church, and will of Rochester, N. H., were week-end Belle Coates, Clark W. Holmes, at the home of Miss Edith Arey
held
Sunday nights by Rev.
be in charge of the Christian En
Robert Merchant of the Uni
UNITED
visitors at the home - of Mrs. Frank Johnson, Mr. and Mrs .Wil
deavor There will be a business
Gretchen
Hall. The meeting Sun
liam Ingraham, Capt. and Mrs. versity cf Maine was recently home
Charles Wooster.
STATES
meeting at 4 o’clock and supper will
day was at the home of Mrs. Lucy
It will be of interest to friends Bert Wall of Camden and Mr. and for a brief visit with his parents,
be served at 6 o’clock. A service
Smith; theme, “The Gospel of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Warren
Merchant.
Mrs.
Edgar
S.
Bohndell.
at 7 o’clock will be open to the pub here to learn of the appointment
John.”
Community Hospital: A son was
Best-Holbrook
BONDS
lic. Dr. Frank T. Littorin will cf Calvin Hughey as assistant pas
Fourth Quarterly Officers
born
Nov.
6
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
May

Miss Roberta Dearborn Holbrook nard Gra** ■»; a daughter was
speak and there will also be other tor of the Wadsworth Baptist
The
Sunbeam was here Sunday
AND
Church in New York City. Calvin’s of this town and Gordon Carl Best
speakers.
and
brought
Rev . Herbert F. Al
born Nov. , vo Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
STAMPS
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Brooks father Rev. Philip Hughey, is pas of Washington. Maine were united Dalzell; Mrs. Edna Davis is a
drich, the Methodist District Su
entertained a group of friends at tor of the Church, and was a for in marriage Saturday in Rockland surgical patient.
perintendent
and Rev. Neal Bousa dinner party Friday night in mer pastor of the local Baptist with Rev. C. A. Marstaller officiat
The
Chamber
of
Commerce
wiil
field.
Preaching
was held in the
Church. During the Summer Cal ing.
honor of their guests Dr. and Mrs
meet
Thursday
at
7.30
at
St.
Methodist
and)
Baptist
Churches.
Miss Holbrook is the daughter Thomas Parish House. This will
Frederick Definison. Others pres vin supplied the pulpit at the
of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Hol be an open meting for all members
ente were Mr. and Mrs. Alfred church in Allagash.
U.S.Army helmets are of non
The
open
meeting
of
the
Twen

brook.. Mr. Best is the son of of the Citizens Service Corps and Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette. magnetic steel and don’t affect com
Strout and Mr. and Mrs. Elmer S
$3 00 a year
tieth Century Club will be held Gecrge and Louise Gilbert Besit. others interested to hear speakers
Ingalls.
passes carried by troops.
Miss Alice George, Mrs. W. B. D Friday at 8 o'clock at the home of The bride is a graduate of Rock of importance. Dr. Roscoe L.
Gray and Mrs. Oscar Crie spent Miss Marion Weidman. Rev. A. G. port High School and Gcrham Mitchell, Director of Health at the
Thursday in Portland, Mrs. Gray Hempstead of the Rockland Metho Normal School and has since State Department of Health and
continuing her journey to Newton dist Church, will be the speaker of taught school in North Livermore Welfare will discuss war time
Center, Mass , where she will visit the evening and Rev. and Mrs. C. and Rockport. The groom is in the shortages of doctors and hospital
with her parents, Mr. nd Mrs. V Overman will have charge cf U. S. Army, stationed in Portland. facilities and what can be dons
Charles Copeland, the others re the music. Each member may in
from a community’s standpoint in
vite a guest.
*
turning home the same day.
promoting
public health and the
SPRUCE HEAD
Miss Mattie Russell entertained
The Motor Corps will hold a
prevention
of disease. George W.
Mr. and Mrs. Mllledge Randall
dance at Watts hall Friday with the G W. Bridge Club Monday af- and daughter Mildred have been Grader, Field Recreational Repre
Doug. Vinal’s Orchestra furnishing
recent overnight guests of Mr. and sentative of the Federal Security
the music. The proceeds will be new minister of the Baptist Church. Mrs. Stanley Simmons.
Agency in Portland will speak cn
used to help pay ior the new
Dr. and Mrs. Frederick Dennison
Capt. Leland R. Morton of the recreational opportunities and pos
ambulance.
who have been guests of Mr. and Tide Water Steamship Co. of New sibilities which eacn community
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Walsh re Mrs. William C. Brooks for a few York arrived here Saturday and should provide for soldiers and
turned Friday after spending a few days went Saturday to Lynn, Mass.,
will pass the month with his sailors stationed nearby.
days as guests of Elliot Washburn, where they will visit his father. Dr. family.
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge
C. C. Dennison until Monday when
Old Orchard.
meets
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cleveland
Rev. H. W. Flagg cf Mapleton.} Dr. Dennison will report at WestRalph Satterlee, 58, died sud
will have charge of the evening j over Field, Holyoke, Mass., where have closed their Summer home denly yesterday while employed at
service Thursday at the Baptist ’ he will be stationed with the rank here and returned to Camden for the shipyard, having presumably
the Winter.
Church. Rev. Flagg is to be the ! of First Lieutenant.
succumbed to a heart attack. Fu
Mrs. Vincent Carr and infant neral serviced,will be held Wednes
daughter who have been at the day at 2 o’clock from the Good fu
home of Mrs. Fred Batty for 10 neral home.
days, returned Sunday to Spruce
Maris Wrixon traps a couple of saboteurs, played by Keye Luke and Frank
Head Island.
Ferguson, in Warner Bros.’ timely new film', “Spy Ship.”
for the Winter after spending the
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Singer and Summer on Pleasant Island.
four children of The Cuckolds Light
Mrs. Philip M. York has returned
Station are visiting Mrs. Fred Bat to Camden following a short visit
ty. Sr.
with Mr. York's parents, Mr. and
Mrs Cassie McLeod attended the Mrs. H. F. York.
funeral of her niece, Mrs. Mae DalDavid Spillane, young son of Mrs.
IS DOING A MAN'S-SIZED JOB!
ten in Waldoboro.
Adelaide
Adleman was recent over
It's keeping more homes warm this winter . . .
Leslie Thompson and Chester night guest of Mrs. Leland Morton.
the hemes of former oit users and regular users,
Wall are stationed at Camp Atter Miss Leona Ingerson, Miss Charlene
too! So that production can meet these combined
bury, Ind.
needs, for the present don't order more than a two
Taylor and Donald Ingerson cf
months’ supply—and order well in advance.
Irving McLeod w’ho was called Rockland were week-end visiters at
*
here by the serious illness of Mrs. the home of Mrs. Edit)* Low.
Be Sure To Order D. & H. Anthracite
McLeod, returned Saturday to Port
land accompanied by his sister,
D. A. H. Anthracite is made purer by eone-clean,ing. Its quick response to damper control makes it
Mrs. Evelyn Dunbar who will pro
the ideal home heating fuel in any kind of weather.
ceed to Mendon, Mass.
★ ★ ★•
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VICTORY
BUY

WAR

Park Theatre, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

D&H
ANTHRACITE

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
ROCKLAND, MAINE
T ine in e’-erv Tues to DAH Anthra
cite Hour. 7 30 p.m. WBZ-WBZA 8 p m.

Mr. and Mrs. H. Kinsley Draper
of Canton, Mass., were in town
Saturday, looking over the property
which they recently bought.

Mrs. Edith Low visited Friday
with Mrs. Eunice Burton.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Simmons
have returned to their home here

MAKE

Realm of
Music
Ij

Gladyt St. Clair Heistad
Xa

Seine years ago one of the most
enjoyable radio programs was that
of organ music from the mansion
of the late Charles M. Schwab.
This was recalled when reading
just the other day that the 40-foom
limestone mansion where the late
steelmaster once entertained mil
lionaires cf the business world
and from which originated the
organ programs referred to is now
occupied by poverty-vowed, black
habited Franciscan monks made
homeless by a $200,000 fire at
century-old St. Francis College. It
seems that a committee of friends
of the college had purchased the
Schwab residence just about a
month ago, so when fire on Oct.
30 destroyed the greater part of
the college, the institution was able
to continue without immediate re
building. The Schwab property, it
might be added, adjoins St.
Francis campus in the Allegheny
Mountains of Western Pennsyl
vania.
While the mansion had been
tenantless since the death of
Schwab, chairman of the Bethle
hem Steel Company and St.
Francis alumnus, and his wife in
1939, vestiges remain of its erst
while splendor, such as heavy
German silver chandeliers in the
dining room and hall, beautiful
side lamps in those rooms and the
library, and heavy brocade on the
walls. The estate also comprises
a 26-room guest house, seven cot
tages, dairy barns, vegetabe and
flower greenhouses, a $50,000 ga
rage and 600 acres. It is said that
it cost Schwab $100,000 yearly to
maintain this establishment. John
M. Gregory, public relations di
rector of the college, valued the
estate between two and three mil
lions of dollars. The mansion,
other buildings and about 200
acres of land bought by the friends
of the college cost them $32,000.

'f

VS

before audience would leave.

♦ B • •

A friend has passed me a rr.o

interesting program out of the daJ
gone by. It is of a Red Crass co
cert at Oakland Park pavilion
Sept. 2, 1917. Participant WfJ
Marston’s Orchestra; vocal quarj
comprising Mrs. Agnes Pendletol
Miss Gladys Jones, Harold Qreel
Raymond Green; and as
J
soloists, Mrs. Monira Pillsbui
Avard Richan. Miss Kathleen iJ
graham, Mrs. Helen Cross, mJ
Jones, Harold Green. Mis p_J
bury and Miss Ingraham gave
vocal duet—“Passage Bird’s Fad
well” (Hildach), and an instru
mental trio (piano, violin and cel
lo) was presented by Mrs g-J
Armstrong, Misses Rhandina arj
Grace Armstrong—“Extase” by
Ganne. Miss Rhandina Armstroa
also sang “Your Flag and u
Flag” with chorus of Girl Seoul
and the program ended with tla
national anthem . Accompanisj
were Mrs. Faith Berry, Miss Graa
Follett, Mrjs. Helen Cross aim mJ
Marian Judkins.
• • • •
The Boston Museum of P.j
Arts is holding a special exhibits
of Irish prints and decorative an
honoring the Eire Society of
ton. In the exhibition which ti
eludes silver, glass, lace and mJ
sical instruments of the 18th an
19th centuries, appears an Ird
minstrel harp made by John Kell
in 1734, for the Rev. Charles B:J
worth, rector of Buttervan, Counf
Cork, distinguished for his patroj
age and knowledge of Irish inus
and reported to be “a remarkab
good performer” on the Irish had
Between 1730 and 1750 he presidq
at the convention of the bards
Ireland held at Bruree, Counl
Limerick. The instrument is struq
with gut because, owing to its ag
lt would not stand the strain
metallic strings. The original met|
♦ • ♦ *
One of the calamities of the strings required finger nails grow
Summer was the complete destruc especially long by the performer f|
tion by fire of the Summer home the particular technique used
of Doris Doe, contralto of the Met plucking. This harp and other
ropolitan Opera Co., at Benning struments, one a cither viol maJ
ton, N. H. It is reported that only in Dublin in 1794, are in the Ies’J
the four walls remain, with the Laindsey Mason Collection of Ml
origin of the fire not discovered. sical Instruments owned by t.l
Miss Doe has local interest through Museum.
• • • •
a visit in this section as guest of
A special note for Sanford WeJ
Mrs. H. H. Stickney at her Craw
who
makes violins in’ his spa
ford Lake Summer home and of
time,
too.
It seems that there
Mrs. William Ellingwood in Rock
been
an
exhibition
in New YcJ
land.
(at 120 West 42nd street) of Anierf
A letter from relatives in Beau can-made violins, and among thfl
mont, Texas, tells of the pleasure was an entry by a 35-year-oI
in hearing a broadcast from j minister who makes violins in hl
Randolph Field in which Leon |spare time- He
the
Warr
B.
Straton
of
Brooklyn.
Mr.
Stratq
Zawisza, so well known through
Summers spent at Rockport, played son of the late Dr. John Rod
violin solos. Mr. Zawisza, concert Straton of Calvery Baptist Churc,
master of the Indianapolis Sym has been making violins for the
phony Orchestra, was inducted 15 years. He is a member of tl|
last April first placed at Keesler General Council of the Assembly
Field, Miss, where he was training God and preaches at the Ligh|
house Church, 71 Himrod stret
as radio technician.
* • * •
Brooklyn. He is a fundament
Fritz Kreisler, beloved violinist, Baptist, and says that he believl
completely recovered from the in the old-time gospel and asseq
serious accident which befell him that his church is that kind of
many months ago, began his an church. He makes his violins
nual concert tour of this country his own home and values his il
on Oct. 31, at Buffalo. -"The first struments from- $500 up. Since
tour he has undertaken in two sea is also a violinist, he sometiml
sons, it started in a most auspicious plays special selections at ™
manner, playing to a capacity church.
audience of more than 3,000 per
sons, stage and all standing room
Traveling 10 miles at 35 miles
taken, and hundred turned awav. hour takes two minutes longer tha
He was accorded a tremendous at 40, but two miles of extra till
ovation and played several encores ’ life are saved at the slower speed!

Miss Sylvia Davis daugter of M'and Mrs. Theodore Davis, Mave
rick street, celebrated her 9th
birthday recently by entertaining
group of her friends. Those pres
ent f°r games and refreshments
ffere, Mary Jean Glendenning
Beverly Manning, Jeannine Leach
Arlene Cross, Nancy Ann Packard
Sandra Sylvester. Alice Crie, Caro
Cross, Judy Ann Davis, Justin
Cross, Alfred Starr, Fred Korpinen
and Milton Glad.

Mrs. Paul Plourd of Purchase
street, entertained members of the
Tantramar Club Friday night for
cards and luncheon Bridge honors
went to Mrs, Alfred Plourd, Mr.
Hugh Hughes and Mrs Harry Wil
bur. Mrs. Germaine LaCroix wa
a special guest. Mrs. Harry Wilbur
Limerock street, will entertain the
club next week.
Members of the MacDonald Class
of the First Baptist Church met
last night at the home of Mrc
Paul Merriam, Suffolk street, foi
the purpose of packing a large box
ot Christmas Gifts to be distributed
from the Seaocast Missionary craft
Sunbeam. Those present were Mrs
W. F. Brawn, Miss Jeannette Stahl.
Mrs. Donald Goss, Mrs Richard
Stoddard, Mrs. Fred Blackman,
Mrs. Charles Gross, Miss Mary
Johnsen and Miss Dorothy Sher
man.
Lieut, and Mrs. Freeman F
Brown, Jr., of Plainfield. N. J , are
visiting Dr. and Mrs Freeman F
Brown, Beech street, and Dr and
Mrs. Crosby F French, Summer
street. Lieut. Brown is stationed at
Camp Kilmer, N. J
Mr. and Mrs. Donald H. Fuller
left Monday afternoon by train for ,
their Winter home in Coral Gables.
Fla

Mrs. Ada Payson is ill at her
home, 166 Maverick street

Miss Barbara Blaisdell is visiting
Mrs. Bernard Stiles in Marblehead.
Mass.

Complete line of Gossard’s Miss
Simplicity Foundation garments,
front lacing corsets, combinations,
etc. Expert fitting and alterations.
Mrs. L. K. Mansfield, 232 Main St.,
Phone 1100, Rockland.
41-T-tf
Shar-Loo SI ps, broadcast by Car
oline Cabot, over Station WEEI from
8.15 to 8.30 a. m. several mornings
each week, can be found at Alfreda
Perry’s, 7 Limerock St —adv. 102-103

Spencer Foundation Garments
Individually designed supports for
all needs. Mrs. Mona McIntosh
235 Broadway. Tel. 296-W — 101*104
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son's
second floor, 16 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
CoatS and Cloth Coats at moderate
Prices.
^YOU WOMEN WHO SUFFER FROM

I
j
woman bicyclist,

A

WHO WAVBD HER ARM
TO SIGNAL A LEFT TUAN,
HAD iT BROKEN BY A
PASSING AUTOMOBILE*

HOT HASHES

If you suffer from hot flashes, dizzi
ness, distress of "Irregularities", are
weak, nervous—due to the functional
“middle-age” period ln a woman’s
life—try Lydia E Plnkham’s Vege
table (jompound It's helped thou
sands upon thousands of women to
relieve such annoying symptoms.
Follow label directions Plnkhain s
Compound ls worth trying!

.UTOMOBlLrS
> CRASHED INTO

V
Twt Plate glass op a
CORNER GROCERY GTDRK
WINDOW BIGHT TIMRJ
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Impudent
Burglars
STOLE ARTORCKREPERX SAFI wsro
MIS TRUCK TO CARRY
>T OFF ANO HU TMLT
TO BREAK IT OFCNR
_
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EVERY
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GILBERT’S BI

-X* PAYDAY

BOND DAY

District Attorney Diek Purcell, samart cracking copper Warren Hymer, and dear and dumb man of mystery John Hamilton, turn in brilliant
and realistic portrayals in Monogram's “Phantoip Killer.’’

375 MAIN ST.,
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Gladyt St. Clair Heistad

before audience would leave.
♦

• •

*

A friend has passed me a m
interesting program out of the
gone b.v. It is of a Red Cross e
cert at Oakland Park pavilion
Sept. 2, 1917. Participants we
Marston’s Orchestra; vocal quart
! comprising Mrs. Agnes Pendlet
he M.ss Gladys Jones, Harold Gre
Raymond Green; and as v
soloists, Mrs. Monira Pillsbu
Avard Richan, Miss Kathleen d
it graham, Mrs. Helen Cross, mJ
Jones, Harold Green. Mrs. p.;]
bury and Miss Ingraham gave
vocal duet—“Passage Bird’s Far
well” (Hildach), and an instrj
mental trio (piano, violin and ce
f lo) was presented by Mrs. Gra
]e Armstrong, Misses Rhandina
Grace Armstrong—“Extase” by
Ganne. Miss Rhandina Armstroj
also sang "Your Flag and
Flag” with chorus of Girl Seoul
and the program ended with
national anthem . Accompanis
were Mrs. Faith Berry, Miss GraJ
j Follett, Mr^. Helen Cross and Mil
1 Marian Judkins.
» * • •

tyfisTICE MY 1942
Miss Sylvia Davis daugter of Mr
an(i Mrs. Theodore Davis, Mave
rick street, celebrated her 9th
birthday recently by entertaining a
group of her friends. Those pres
ent for games and refreshments
were, Mary Jean Glendenning,
Beverly Manning, Jeannine Leach,
Arlene Cross, Nancy Ann Packard.
Sandra Sylvester, Alice Crie, Carol
Cross, Judy Ann Davis, Justin
Cross, Alfred Starr, Fred Korpinen
md MUton Glad.
Mrs Paul Plourd of Purchase
street entertained members of the
Tantrainar Club Friday night for
cards and luncheon. Bridge honors
went to Mrs. Alfred Plourd, Mrs.
Hugh Hughes and Mrs. Harry Wil
bur Mrs. Germaine LaCroix was
a special guest. Mrs. Harry Wilbur
Limerock street, will entertain the
club next week.

The Boston Museum of pj
. Arts Ls holding a special exhibits
of Irish prints and decorative ar|
honoring the Eire Society of
ton. In the exhibition which id
’ eludes silver, glass, lace and nJ
sical instruments of the 18th an
’’ 19th centuries, appears an Ir J
S 1 minstrel harp made by John Keil
d .I in 1734, for the Rev. Charles Bid Members of the MacDonald Class
w’orth, rector of Buttervan, Counl
Cork, distinguished for his patrol of the First Baptist Church met
age and knowledge of Irish mus| last night at the home of Mrs.
Paul Merriam, Suffolk street, for
and reported to be “a remarkal
the
purpose of packing a large box
good performer” on the Irish hat
I of Christmas Gifts to be distributed
Between 1730 and 1750 he preside
from the Seaecast Missionary craft,
at the convention of the bards
Sunbeam. Those present were Mrs.
Ireland held at Bruree, Counj
W. F. Brawn, Miss Jeannette Stahl,
Limerick. The instrument is strut
Mrs. Dcnald Goss, Mrs. Richard
with gut because, owing to its af
Stoddard, Mrs. Fred Blackman,
it would not stand the strain
metallic strings. The original met Mrs Charles Gross, Miss Mary
strings required Anger nails grov Johnsen and Miss Dorothy Sher
man.
especially long by the performer
the particular technique used
Lieut, and Mrs. Freeman F.
plucking. This harp and other
Brcwn. Jr., of PlainAeld, N. J., are
struments, one a cither viol mat
visiting Dr. and Mrs. Freeman F.
in Dublin in 1794. are in the Let
Brown, Beech street, and Dr. and
Laindsey Mason Collection of Mt
Mrs Crosby F. French, Summer
sical Instruments owned by tl
street. Lieut. Brown is stationed at
Museum.
Camp Kilmer, N. J.
• • • •

A special note for Sanford Wi
who makes violins in his sp
time, too. It seems that there h
been an exhibition in New Yoi
(at 120 West 42nd street) of Amer
can-made violins, and among the
was an entry by a 35-yearininlster who makes violins in
spare time. He is the Rev. Warn
B. Straton of Brooklyn. Mr. Stratol
son of the late Dr. John Roa<
Straton of Calvery Baptist Churc
has been making violins for the la
15 years. He is a member of tl
General Council of the Assembly
God and preaches at the Ligh
house Church, 71 Himrod stref
Brooklyn. He is a fundament
Baptist, and says that he believ<
in the old-time gospel and asser
that his church is that kind of
church. He makes his violins
his own home and values his ii
struments from $500 up. Since
is also a violinist, he sometim
plays special selections at
church.

Traveling 10 miles at 35 miles a
hour takes two minutes longer tha
at 40. but two miles of extra ti:
, life are saved at the slower speed

itig£

Mr. and Mrs. Donald H. Fuller
left Monday afternoon by train for
their Winter home in Coral Gables,
Pla.

Mrs. Ada Payson is ill at her
home, 166 Maverick street.

NOT HASHES

Gaspar Accardi has returned
from Staten Island, N. Y., where
he has been visiting his daughters,
Mrs. Frank Palma and Mrs. Adolph
LaVerda. He also visited his son,
James Accardi and family in Phila
delphia, and while there attended
the christening party for his grand
son, James, Jr.
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This And That
Rockland Servicemen’s
Club
Wed. Nov. 11—1.30 to 4.30, Mrs.
Lena Stevens; 430 to 7.30 Mrs.
Ardrey Orff, Miss Sarah Block;
7 30 to 10.30, Miss Emma Harding,
Miss Lucy Ball.
Thursday, Nov. 12—1.30 to 4.30,
Mrs. Donald Leach; 4.30 to 7.30,
Mrs- Sanford Delano, Mrs. Philip
Howard; 730 to 10.30, Mrs. Walter
Barstow. Mrs. Samuel Small.
Friday, Nov. 13—1.30 to 4.30, Mrs.
Doris Carle, 4 30 to 7.30, Mrs. Ma
bel Thorndike, Miss Ruby Thorn
dike, 730 to 10.30, Mrs. A. C. Mc
Loon, Mrs. Sydney Harden.
Saturday, Nov. 14—1.30 to 4 30,
Mrs. Fred Lindsey; 4.30 to 7.30,
Mrs. Earle Perry, Mrs. Seymour
Cameron, 7 30 to 1030, Mrs. Persis
Kirk, Mrs. Albert Havener.
Sunday, Nov. 15—1.30 to 4.30,
Miss Laura Fish, Miss Victoria Ac
cardi; 4.30 to 7 30, Mrs. Lenora
Cocper, Miss Martha Leo; 7.30 to
10.30, Mrs. Bernice Reams, Miss
Vita Lombardo.
Monday, Nov. 16—1.30 to 4.30,
Mrs- Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., Mrs.
Lawrence Miller; 430 to 7.30, Mrs.
Emerson Sadler, Mrs. Elmer Trask;
7.30 to 1030, Mrs. Gilmore Soule,
Mrs. Kenneth Spear.
Tuesday, Nov. 17—130 to 4.30,
Mrs. A. J. Dolliver; 430 to 7 30,
Mrs William Ellingwood'; 7.30 to
10.30, Mrs. J A Jameson, Mrs
Willis Anderson.
Substitutes—Mrs. W. O. Fuller,
Mrs E. E Stoddard, Mrs. David S.
Beach, Mrs. Gregory Wynne, Mrs.
Herman Stanley, Mrs. Leroy Chat
to, Mrs. Henry deRochemont, Miss
Helen Winchenbaugh, Mrs. Fran
cis Seabury, Mrs. David McCarty-

(LAND, ME.,

TEL. 142

men of the local unit.

Miss Barbara H. Perry, whose
marriage is to take place in the
near future, was honor guest at a
covered dish supper and miscel
laneous shower party held last
night at the home of Miss Virginia
Egan, Pine street. Gifts fcr Miss
Perry were distributed from a
wheelbarrow, propelled and guard
ed by two boys, Bert Brown, Jr.,
and Arthur Adolphsen, who were
dressed as soldiers. Those present
were Mr. and Mrs. Millard W.
Hart, Mr. and Mrs Alfred' Young,
Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Young, Mr.
and Mrs. Maynard Ames, Rev. and
Mrs. Francis E. Whiting, Mrs.
Roger Dow, Miss Helen A- Rogers,
Mrs. Helen P. Knowlton, Miss ShirIene McKinney, Mrs. Hiram H.
Crie, Miss Perry and Miss Egan.
Paul Johnson of Steuben has
been a recent guest at the home of
Capt. and Mrs. Atwood B. Norton,
Mechanic street.

Mrs- Claries A. Marstaller and
Ralph P. Conant of Rockland, and
Rev. and Mrs. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr.
rill was a week-end guest of Mrs. of Camden, are attending today a
Elmer S. Bird, Broadway.
meeting of the executive board of
the United Baptist Convention of
The display of paintings and Maine, at Watereville.
photographs
exhibited
during
American Art Week at the Public Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
Library, will not be removed until
after today, Mrs. Elsa West, chair
man of the exhibit said this morn
BUSINESS PRINTING
ing. Many visitors at the library
Monday viewed the display.
Adriel U. Bird of Boston, who at
tended the Bowdoin-Maine football
game Saturday, was week-end guest
of his mother, Mrs. Elmer S. Bird,
Broadway. It was Mr. Bird’s flrst
visit home in more than three
months.

party

for

COMMERCIAL
PRINTING

Ensign

Curtis Goodwin, former Cushman
route manager, was given at Web
ber’s Inn, Thomaston, Sunday
night. A gift was preeented by thie

salesmen of this territory. Those
attending were Mr. and Mrs. Ray
mond Sprowl, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Perry of Thomaston, ’Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur S. Jordan, Gerald Orant,
Miss Phyllis Bean and Mr. and
Mrs. Goodwin.

The Garden Club

Hostess List

Mrs. E. B. Wilcox and daughter.
Miss Mary Elizabeth Wilcox, of
Lynn, Mass., were week-end guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Davis,
The Methebesec Club will hold a Broadway.
guest day meeting Friday afternoon
at 2.30 in the Universalist vestry.
Mrs. Maurice G. Ginn, Mechanic
Mrs. William D. Talbot of Portland street is visiting at the home of
and Rockland will give an illustrat her daughter, Mrs. Howard W.
ed talk on a trip to the West, in Rice, Northampton, Mass.
cluding Salt Lake City and Yellow
stone Park, and a reading entitled
Mrs. Richard H. Jenkins and
“Cubbie’s Trip to Wonderland.” daughter, Judith, of Bath, are visit
Byron Keene, piano pupil of Miss ing Mrs. Jenkins’ mother, Mrs.
Margaret Stahl and Raymond Chis Oliver B. Brown Limerock street.
holm, pupil of Mrs. Charlotte Hop
------I
kins, will play a duet, Schubert’s
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil E. Murphy,
“Unfinished Symphony.” Hostesses 111 North Main street announce
will be Miss Ruth Rogers, Mrs. the engagement of their younger
Robert C. Bums, Mrs. Lendon C. daughter, Charlotte Marie, to
Jackson, Jr., Mrs. Gilmore W. George C. Staples, son of Mr. and
Soule, Mrs. Frank Marsh, Mrs. Mrs. Hector G. Staples, Admontem
Keryn ap Rice, Mrs. Leroy F. avenue. Miss Murphy Is a student
Chase, Mrs. Oliver W. Holden, Mrs. at Rockland High School and Mr.
Allen J. Murray, Mrs. Otis Albee Staples was a graduate in the Class
and Miss Edith C. Bicknell. Each of 1942. Mr. Staples left Sunday
member may invite guests upon for Portland to enlist in the U. S
Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Glover,
payment of a nominal sum.
with
Mrs. M. E. Wotton and Mr.
Naval Reserve.
and Mrs. Frank W Fuller, motored
Mr. and Mrs. George D. Sleeper,
Mr. and Mrs. Austin W Smith to Portland today to attend the
Talbot avenue, entertained Satur noted Saturday that it was their Antique Show. They will return
day night in observance of their 54th wedding anniversary but Wednesday.
seventh wedding anniversary. Buf didn’t suppose that anybody else
The Dorcas Club met Monday
fet supper was served and the eve was aware of the fact. But when
ning was spent socially with music they attended the Methodist serv afternoon with Mrs. Delia Sullivan,
and dancing. Mr. and Mrs. Sleeper ice Sunday morning the usher Masonic street.
were recipients of many beautiful passed them a greeting' card, on
A neighborhood tea, compli
gifts. Their guests were Mr. and the inside of which was pasted a
menting
Mrs. David 1». McCarty,
Mrs. J. Russell Davis and Miss notice from The Courier-Gazette
was
given
Friday afternoon bye
Barbara L. Batchelder of TTiomas- of 1892 announcing the marriage
Mrs.
Wilbur
F. Senter, Jr., Broad
ton; Mr. and Mrs. Edwin M. French of Austin W. Smith and Lizzie B.
way.
Mrs.
Donald
C. Leach and
of Camden; Ensign and Mrs. Virgil Chase, by Rev. C. S. Cummings.
Mrs.
Thomas
C.
Stone
pouredFlanders of Dallas, Texas; Ensign
McCartys have
recently
Joseph A. Penell of Framingham.
Earle McAuliffe has returned to The
Mass.; Ensign Edward Sherman of Charleston, S. C., following a visit bought and are occupying the C.
Boston; Ensign William Hardy of of two weeks at his home on Fulton M. SulliVan residence at the cor
ner of Broadway and Beech street.
California; Mr. and Mrs. H. Ernest street.
- \
>
Keywood, Mr. and Mrs. George W.
Tonian Circle will not meet this
Roberts, Dr. and Mrs. Dana S.
Mr. and Mrs. George Chilles haVe
week,
owing to the illness of the
Newman, Miss Carrie L. Fields and been recent guests of Mrs. Chilles’
hostess,
Mrs. Kenneth Wiggin.
Mrs. Gertrude Messer of Rockland. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ivy F. Brack
ett, Broad street, for a few days.
(Lieut. Isaac L. Hammond, cap
Mrs. William A. Robbins, who Mrs. Chilles has returned to her tain of the port, who has complet
has been a patient at Knox County duties at the Miles Memorial Hos ed 26 years of service in the U- S.
General Hospital a few days, has pital, Damariscotta, and Mr. Chil Coast Guard, was honored at a
returned to her home on Main les to his naval duties in New dinner party at the Hotel Rock
Haven, Conn.
street.
land, Thursday night, given by

Mrs. B. R. Simmons of South
-Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Flanders of
Miss Barbara Blaisdell is visiting Lynn, Mass., Mrs. John Flanders west Harbor will spend the Winter
Mrs Bernard Stiles in Marblehead, and Miss Margaret Mank of East* with Mrs. Abbie Morey, 58 North
Waldoboro, were Sunday guests of Main street.
Mass.
L. Burnell Mank, Elm street.
Goldie L. McAuliffe, Fulton street,
Complete line of Gossard’s Miss
W.I.N
.
Club
was
entertained
daughter,
Diane, and mother, Mrs.
Simplicity Foundation garments,
Thursday
night
by
Mrs.
Leland
Charles
E.
McAuliffe, have returned
front lacing corsets, combinations,
Drinkwater,
Warren
street.
Bridge
home
after
spending a week in
etc. Expert fitting and alterations.
Boston.
Mrs L. K. Mansfield. 232 Main St.. honors went to Mrs. Clinton Bar
Phone 1100, Rockland.
41-T-tf bour Miss Margaret Nutt and Mrs.
Miss Dorothy Dimick and Sidney
Gardner French.
Radcliffe returned to Portsmouth,
Shar-Loo SI ps, broadcast by Car
Miss Isa E. Beverage of North N. H., yesterday, after spending the
oline Cabot, over Station WEEI from Haven was in Rockland Saturday, week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Walter
815 to 8.30 a. m. several mornings
on her way to Malden, Mass, Dimick.
each week, can be found at Alfreda
where she will spend the Winter
Perry’s, 7 Limerock St.—adv. 102-103 with her sister, Mrs. Alice Thomas,
John Witham of Bath was in
Rockland
Sunday on his way to
formerly of Rockland. Miss Bev
Spencer Foundation Garments
Surry
on
a
hunting trip.
erage has closed her store at Pulpit
individually designed supports fpr
Harbor for the Winter.
Miss Jeanette Gordon, student at
ail needs. Mrs. Mona McIntosh.
Boston
University, spent the week
235 Broadway, Tel. 296-W.— 101*104
L. Eugene Frost, who is employed
end
with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
in Quincy, Mass., is visiting Mrs.
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s Frost and son, Sherwood, at their Isidor Gordon, Limerock street.
tecond floor, 16 School street, Odd home on North Main street.
Mrs. Flora Clark, who has been
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
the
guest of Mrsf Harry Waltz, has
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
Mrs. Earle Lyons has been in
returned
to her home in Damari
prices.
Biddeford to attend the funeral
servioes for her father, Joseph scotta Mills.
f YOU WOMEN WHO SUFFER FROM^ Bastille.
Mrs. Murray Wentworth of Mor

If you suffer from hot flashes, dizzi
ness, distress of "Irregularities", are
weak, nervous—due to the functional
“middle-age” period ln a woman’s
life—try Lydia E. Plnkham’s Vege
table Compound. It’s helped thou
sands upon thousands of women to
relieve such annoying sympf
‘
Follow label directions. Pin! ‘
^onipoundteworthrrytnp/

who STOLE ASTORTKSKPCR> SAFI USTD
MW truck T
o CARRY
'T OFF ano mutmu*
to BREAK IT ORMR

Opportunity Class of the First
Baptist Church met Thursday af
ternoon at the home of Mrs.
Frances Clark, with 25 members
and two guests present. Mrs. Caro
lyn Mitchell became a member of
the class. At the business meeting,
money and provisions were donated
for the Thanksgiving baskets, also
material for the White Cross box
to be sent to the Mather School.
Members are asked to meet Thurs
day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Bertha Greenlaw, Talbot avenue, to
do White Cross work- They are
to take old linen. ' Mrs. Hattie
Richards of Thomaston will enter
tain the class at the December
meeting Refreshments were served
by the hostess, who was assisted by
Mrs. Alice Kaler and Mrs. Bertha
Greenlaw. Class members will meet
Tuesday afternoon ln the church
vestry, to tack quilts.

Consult with ns about your
letterheads — we’ll
make
them speak the language of
your business.

TH. 779

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Dept.
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By K. S. F.

Meeting One Week From To Pretty Wedding of Rockland
day Will Be of Especial
Couple At Littlefield Me
Interest

morial Church

All who visited the RocklandCamden Flower Show last year at
this time in Community Building,
and remember the beautiful gar
lands, wreaths and other arrange
ments. will be interested in the
November meeting of the Rockland
Garden Club next Tuesday, Nov. 17
Edward Johnsen Ls coming to the
club at that time to give a demon
stration of the making of holiday
greens and decorations. So many
people have already asked the presi
dent, Mrs. Albert J. Jameson, to ellow the public to see Mr. Johnson's
exhibition that she is consulting
her committee as to the advisability
of opening the meeting to all who
care to pay a small fee. Full infor
mation about this, with time an 1
price, will appear in Friday's Cou
rier.

Miss Barbara Madeline Bartlett
and Roger Francis Conant, bcih
of Rockland, were married Monday
night at 8 o’clock in the Littlefield
Memorial Baptist Church Rev.
Charles A Marstaller reading the
double ring service.
Miss Arlene Bartlett, sister of
the bride, was maid of honor, and
Miss Marion Bartlett, another sis
ter of the bride, and Miss Adelaide
Merritt of Merrimac, Mass., college
friend of the bride, were brides
maids. Kendrick W. Dorman was
best man
The bridal marches were played
by Mrs. Ina Hooper, who also ac
companied Miss Miriam Dorman,
soloist, who sang, "At Dawning"
and "I Love You Truly.”
The bride was given away by her
father. Perley Bartlett, Jr., Alvin
Norton, Austin Ulmer and Richiffd Giles were ushers- The bride
groom, bride’s father, minister, best
man and ushers wore white carna
tion boutonnieres.
The bride was lovely in her gown
of white rayon taffeta, tulle finger
tip veil and open heawork coro
net. She carried an arm bouquet
of white chrysanthemums, in the
center of which was a bouquet of
red roses.
The maid of honor wore rose
rayon taffeta and the bridesmaids’
dresses were blue rayon taffeta
All three carried! Colonial bouquets.
Decorations at the church were
of evergreen with white and yellow
chrysanthemums, arranged by a
group cf young people under the
direction of Mrs. Bessie Norton
and Mrs. Ina Hooper.
The platform was banked with
evergreen trees and there wrere
bouquets of chrysanthemums about
the altar. During tlie ceremony
the auditorium was effectively
lighted with candles.
Mrs. Conant is the daughter of
Perley N Eartlett, 25 Maverick
street, and the late Florence B.
Eartlett. She is a graduate of
Rockland High School and attend
ed Gordon College of Theology and
Missions, Boston. She has been
employed) Summers at Dorman’s
Ice cream Parlors and has been
keeping house for her father.
Mr. Conant is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph P. Conant, 202
Camden street. He is also a grad
uate of Rcckland High School and
is employed in the retail clothing
business with his father. He is a
member of the Baptist Men’s
League and the Gideon Society,
and is Baptist Young People’s
Leader for Knox and Lincoln
Counties.
Both Mr. and' Mrs.
Conant are members of the Lit
tlefield Memorial Baptist Church.
Following the ceremony, which
was witnessed by many, including
relatives, friends and acquaint
ances, there was an informal re
ception near the entrance to the
auditorium. The couple left for a
wedding trip, Mrs. Conant wearing
Australian green crepe with black
accessories and corsage of red
rcses. They will be at home after
Nov. 13, at 469 Main street.
Those present from out of town
included, Mrs. Walter Fickett,
Wollaston, Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
Earle Conant, Oakland; Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Wixson, North Vassal
boro; Miss Adelaide Merritt, Mer
rimac, Mass.; Mrs. William Pritch
ard, Ayer, Mass., and Mr and Mrs.
Arno Bartlett, Washington and Mr.
and Mrs. William D. Talbot of
Portland.

If when met on the street “K. S
F.” has a particular broad smile on
her face, and a lighter tread, it’s all
because “Rae of Belfast” sent to her
in Christmas cheer package, a car
mine painted wish-bone that makes
the most perfect V for Victory one
could desire, and tied in artistic bow
a charming "Red, White and' Blue”
ribbon to emphasize the order of
wearing, which the pin at the back
vindicates. Now was not that a
cheering thought of this poet author
Mrs. H. D. Farnham. Thanks a
million.
• * • •
The Rubinstein Club
When one is told that the dog
population of Great Britain today
exceeds 4.000,009, it makes one
Members Listened To a Pro
wonder how they are being fed?
gram of Choice Russian
And how many are in service?
Music
• • • *
War Is On!

The husband, after a very tiring
day, was enjoying his pipe and
reading the evening paper. The
wife, who was poring over a cross
word, suddenly called out: “Henry,
what is a female sheep?” “Ewe,”
curtly replied her husband, and
that’s how the row started.
• • » *

Remember this, all those who
wish to really live: The mind needs
food as well as the body to develop
the souls otf love in hearts. The
Divine Father gave much to de
velop in these bodies besides bone,
blood and muscle.
• • • •
“There will always be an O’Bri^p,”
said Admiral Randall Jacobs, after
the destroyer named for a Machias
man of parts had been sunk. An
other will soon be named for that
gallant Maine gentleman.
• • • •
Already Boston’s Handel and
Haydn Society is preparing to give
“The Messiah" on Dec. 13. How
wonderful It would be if enough in
terest could be aroused in Rockland
to give that great oratorio for up
lift in life.

• • » »

Out in Missouri the workers in
a gravel pit have found a pre
historic monster’s tooth. Its weight
was over 13 pounds and it will he
sent to the Smithsonian.
• * • •
“Say, Bill, how do you address
your WAAC sweetheart? I really
do not know her quite well enough
to use her first name and I do hate
to say, ‘Dearest Sergeant.’ ”
• • • •
Out In the v/est, old fashioned
husking bees have been revived,
and even in the Eastern States that
grow com to any extent, these gay
affairs are very popular. Students
in the colleges get into line to help
farmers where there is a shortage
of farm workers.
• » • •

In the nitrate fields of Chile, the
workers gamble with sticks of
dynamite with lighted fuse and see
who can hold on the longest. Jolly
game that.
• • • •
“Further expansion of Maine’s
fishing plants depends largely on
how the manpower problems are
handled,” said the Sea & Shore
Fisheries Commissioner Arthur R.
Greenleaf. Fisheries must receive
the same consideration now being
accorded other problems.
• • • *
Did ybu realize that teeth have
growth rings in their enamel?
Like trees, it is possible to study
them for age. They also reveal
periods of nourishment and also
periods of illness, according to
scientific tests.
• G > •

A choice program of Russian
music w-as presented by the Rubin
stein Club Friday afternoon in the
Universalist vestry, with Mrs. Faith
Berry as chairman.
Following the reading of the Fed
eration Collect, a pledge to foster
only the highest and' best in music,
a lettter of greeting to the Club,
written by Mrs. Carrie Burpee
Shaw, a charter member whose un
failing interest in the club, has
long been its inspiration, was read.
Miss Ruth Seabury, a new mem
ber, opened' the program, playing
Chopin's Prelude in C Sharp
Minor, in a smooth and. satisfying
rendition.
The remaining pGrticn of the
interestinig program was based
on Russian music. Miss Alice Ers
kine read a very interesting paper
on the subject, in her own com
prehensive manner, showing much
research, and leaving her listeners
with a better understanding of
the important Russian School of
MusicMrs. Lydia Storer, contralto,
whose repertoire is bread and ar
tistic, gave a group of Rlssian
songs, to the delight of her audi
ence. Her numbers were “Pil
grim's Song,” Tschaikowsky, “Song
of India,” Rimsky-Korsakov, "Since
First I Met You,’ Rubinstein, and
•“Shepherdfa Lehi,” RimsKy-Korgakov.
Closing the program in a bril
liant and fitting manner, was an
eight-hand arrangement of "March
Slav,” by Tschaikowsky. played by
Mrs. Berry, Mrs. Charlotte Hop- |
kins, Mrs. Nettie Averill and Mrs.
Litsa Vardavoulis.
A social hour followed during
which Mrs. Berry, as hostess,
served Russian tea

SOUTH WARREN
Rug Club members were enter
tained Thursday at the home of
Mrs. Edna Barrett.
Mrs. Lizette Jordan of Rockland
was guest of relatives here over .
the week-end.
Clayton Fales was called Monday
to Augusta for examination and
left that night for Parris Island,
S C.
Walter Delano was one of the
fortunate hunters to secure a deer,
cot far from his house, during the
past week.
Mr. and Mrs. George Lermond
were guests Sunday at Percy Lermond’s in Jefferson.
Mrs. Mary Libby has returned
from Portland where she visited
relatives.

it with care.”

MRS. EVA STROUT
Eva Maud Strout, 61, widow of
Walter Strout died Sunday at her
home on Temple street. She was
a native of Friendship and had
lived most of her life in Rockland.
She is survived by four sons,
Charles E. Prior of Medford,
Mass., Franklin Mitchell of Rock
land, Clifford Andrews of Cliffside
Park, N. J., and Stewart Strout of
Bath; three grandchildren, and a
brother, Dana Prior.
Services will be in Burpee Fu
neral Home Tuesday at 2 p. m-.
Elder Chester B. Staples, officiat
ing. Interment will be in Acnom
cemetery.

SWAN'S ISLAND
At the close of the service at the
Methodist
Church,
a
Fourth
Quarterly meeting was held by the
District Superintendent and these
officers were elected: Trustees,
Frank Bridges, Mr. and Mrs. Cleve
land Trask, J. W. Stinson, Mrs. N.
T. Morse. G. F. Newman, Mrs. Net
tie A. Milan. Mrs. Charles Kent;
stewards, Mr. and Mrs. Trask, Mrs.
Bessie Joyce, Mrs. Morse, TvTrs.
Marne Kent, Mrs. J. W. Stinson;
membership and evangelism, Mrs.
Trask, Mrs. Morse, Mrs. Gretchen
Hall; communion steward. Mrs.
Joyce; recording steward and sec
retary of church, Mrs. Stinson; as
sistant, Mrs. Trask; church treas
urer, Mrs. Stinson; assistant treas
urer, Mrs Morse; custodian of
deeds, Mr. Stinson; religious educa
tion, Mrs. Carol Hall, Mrs. Gretchen
Hall, Mrs. Leila White and Mrs.
Trask.
Finance committee, Mrs. Stinson
and Mrs. Morse; benevolences, Mrs.
Stinson, Mrs. Morse, Rev. Mr. Hall;
auditing stewards, Mr. Stinson and
Mr. Trask; church records, Mrs.
Trask, Mrs. Stinson and Miss Wini
fred Norwood; pastoral relations,
Mrs. Stinson, Mrs. Morse and Mr.
Trask; music committee, Mrs.
Morse, Mrs. Myra Bridges, Mrs.
White, Mrs. Hall; nominating com
mitte, Mrs. Morse, Mrs. Trask and
Rev. Mr. Hall.
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RELAX AT THE MOVIES’
IT’S GOOD FOR YOU!

O C

K L

M O

TODAY-WED.-THURS.
Another Swell Double Feature
Program te Give Ycu Many
Thrills’

Hit NO.I

CHARLES BOYER
RITA HAYWORTH
GINGER ROGERS
HENRY FONOA
CHARLES LAUGHTON
EOW. G. ROBINSON
PAUL ROBESON
ETHEL WATERS
‘ROCHESTER*

Tales of
MANHAnAN
wirti THOMAS MITCNEU • lt)«W TALUTTS
CfSAA
CAIl FATA1CA
MOWD TOUNS • USA LAMCKJTtt
ClOIICf SANOCAS • IAMSS CUASM
M THS HAU JOHNSON CHAM

MMM .

by JUUEN 0UV1VIER
ProAictd by
MIWROS
S.P. EACH
BORIS
A 201* CADtury Fox
OiTArtAd

A WARMER BROS. PICTURE

CRAIG STEVENS • IRENE MANNING
Hit No. J
IS HE A MAN OR GHOST?
MONOCRAM
PICTURES

LATEST NEWS EVENTS

with
DICK PURCELL
JOAN WOODBURY
Plus LATEST NEWS

“You Were Never Lovelier”

STAMPS®? BONDS

is needed at cr.ee.

MORANG-LEHTO
Miss Helmi M Lehto and Merrill
Morang, both of Rockland, were
married Friday afternoon at the
Methodist parsonage. Rev. Alfred
G. Hempstead reading the double
ring service.
They were attended by Miss
Pauline Carroll as maid of honor,
and Freeman Brewer as best man
The bride wore green crepe with
brown accessories and a corsage
of chrysanthemums. Miss Carroll
wore red crepe with rust acces
sories and a corsage of sweet peas.
Guests at the ceremony were Mrs.
Inez Lehto, Mrs. Leroy Carter and
Mrs. Dorothy Brewer* all of Rock
land.
Mrs. Moiang is tlie daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Eino Lehto and was
graduated from Rockland High
School in 1941 She Is employed at
the J. J. Newberry Co., store. Mr.
Morang is the son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. William Morang and is
a private, first class, U. S. Army.
He is stationed at Fct McKinley,
Portland.
The couple left for a short wed
ding trip of unannounced destina
tion. They will reside at 69 Oliver
street, Rockland.

Read The Courier-Gazette

PORT CLYDE
Mrs. Maude E. Stcne is in Au
gusta, Ga., with her son. Charles,
who is stationed at Camp Gordon.
Miss Jane Miller, Mrs. Alta
Noble and Mrs. Bette Carter of
Thomaston were simper guests Fri
day of Mrs. Norma Holmes.

Here is grit for thought. At
Vintage, Pa., a young man by the
name of Raymond Myers has been
armless from birth. But nothing
daunted, he has mastered the
piano, guitar, trombone and har
monica through the use of his feet Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
and a number of mechanical de
vices.
• • • •
The 11th Forum of the New York
Herald Tribune will be held at the
Waldorf-Astoria Nov. 16-17. This
LAST TIMES TODAY
announcement comes from Mrs.
GREER GARSON
Ralph W. Emerson of Island Falls,
WALTER PIDGEON
president of the Maine •Federation
in
of Woman’s Clubs. Subject of the
general discussion will be “Our
“MRS. MINIVER”
Fight for Survival in a Free
World.’’ Anyone wishing to attend
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
will be given an invitation by Mrs.
Emerson. Admittance by invitation Ml
cnly.
• • • •
Already in this year America has
used 14,000,C”) tons of iron and
steel scrap. And that much more

• • • •
Small boy: “Daddy, what do they
mean by the 'bone of contention?’ ”
Dad: “The jawbone, my boy. Use

Conant-Bartlett

NOTE! Evening Shows 6.15, 8.40
Matinees Usual Time, 2 P. M.

TODAY
“PIED PIPER”
with MONTY WOOLEY
TONIGHT, MIDNIGHT SHOW
11.30 P. M.
“ORCHESTRA WIVES”
AU Seats 50c (tax incl.)

Page Eight

Wouldn’t Accept It

RECALLING LIFE’S CHAPTERS

Written By Himself
grandfather told me it had been
I never remember of going to fired from one of the big guns
school other than crossing the aboard the U. S. Slocp of War
fields, climbing several cedar rail Adams, and the gun itself had been
lendes and at least two stone walls trained on troops of the British
ln order to get there. The school army advancing from a landing
was on a cross street and it didn't made at Bald Hill Cove to Bangor
Interest me to know that the only It had struck my grandfather's
side walk in town was on that house and had lodged in one of the
particular cross street. It ran from comer timbers from which it had
Hampden Corner where the Li been retrieved and kept as a
brary Pole was up as far as the souvenir of the battle. Yes, Major
schoolhouse, and served mainly as Reed had been in the battle, so had
a path to keep out of the mud in Andrew Grant who was reckoned
the Spring. Nobody ever used it, a part of the Reed family by mar
least of all my brother and I. It riage, and so had been my maternal
was much more fun to cross the grandfather's father who was a
fields at an angle, climb the fences Lieutenant named Hussey.
This was thrilling history for a
which partitioned off a lane for the
cows coming in from the pasture. small boy to ponder, and I absorbed
and come out on the cross road at, it eagerly and thirsted for more.
& point just opposite the school Every bit of the past in which any
building. Then we could cut around of my ancestors had been conback of the Universalist church cemed, enthralled me completely,
with its bell, which was cast by' and it was but natural that any(Paul Revere, himself; and cross' thing in which soldiers and guns
the road into the school yard. It! and battles had figured, impressed
was much the shorter way, too, and
greatly.
Not the least in my pride in my
a way which led almost entirely
family came from the fact that my
over our own land.
This land of ours was destined father was the organizer and leader
to play its part in Impressing on, of the Hampden Comet Band. He
my youthful mind a sense of the was also a painter and paperhanglmportance of the Reed family in er and he taught music and painted
the town’s history, and it also ac-' pictures. It was as leader of the
counted for the fact that my va- j band however, he incited my greatrious relatives and my parents also,, est admiration.
At least once a week this band
all lived side by side ln one section
met for rehearsal in the “Band
of the town.
I had acoepted this grouping of Room,” a small building next to
the Reeds in one neighborhood as the big brick Baptist church on
a natural phenomenon until I dis Town House Hill. These meetings
covered other large families were were gala occasions for me after I
more widely separated. One chum grew old enough to attend them.
of mine, who lived in the village, I was vastly proud to watch my
had a grandfather living on a father thump his baton on his mu
cross road out back of our pasture. sic rack and stop the whole band,
My curiosity about this brought me making them play certain passages
the information that the land on over and over again until he was
which I lived, together with the satlsfleld. I got a big thrill also
land where stood the houses of the when I noted that of all the men
rest of the Reed clan, was a land in the band, my father was the
grant made by the State of Massa only one who was entitled to wear
chusetts to my great-grandfather. epaulettes on his shoulders.
(To be continued)
In recognition of his services in the
war of 1812.
This bit of history made things
TENANT’S HARBOR
about the family easier for me to
Mrs. Allison Morris and daughter
understand. The old Major had Miss Barbara recently made a brief
settled here and cleared the land, visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
and as the family grew and multi Edward Puller in Attleboro, Mass.
plied, sons and grandsons had been
News has been received here of
allotted small sections of the the death of Earl Hart of Arlington,
original grant on which to build Mass. Mr. Hart was the son of the
thelr homes. This was why our late Edward Hart and Rosina
houses were but a short walk from' (Pierson) natives of this village,
each other strung out along the, Mrs. Emma M. Torrey, who spent
same street with our farms and, the past few weeks with her daughpestures all side by side. This was ; ters in West Somerville, Mass., and
why we-had so much land, and Rockland, returned home Thursday
why my brother and I cculd roam ; Rev. Mr. Lincoln, the newly electat will and cut down trees for ed minister, assumes his p astorate
camps in the pasture, go swimming here Sunday.
Mrs. Myrtle Taylor and Mrs. Etta
ln what we fondly believed to be
our own cove in the river, and fish Watts are engaged in interior deco
rating at the new home of Mrs.
at will in our own brook.
With all this space at my dis Boss on the Port Clyde road.
posal it wasn’t hard for me to ar
Red Cross Workers
rive at the youthful conclusion
The women of St. George are re
that my family owned the town. sponding with enthusiasm to the
If not all of it, at least a part of call of the Red Cross for the making
it My small boy ego swelled to | cf surgicaJ dressings
considerable proportions and I: There are three branches In town
quite approved of my progenitors. One ,s Rt w,ley.s Corner Baptist
Then one day I discovered some- Church wlth Mrs Alfred c Hock.
thing else to further enhance the, Jng in charge assifted by Mrs A,.
seeming importance of the Reeds, mond Hall. Their regular workers
In the town’s history.
I are Geneva Hall, Lillian Brown,
I found an iron grapeshot on the Dora Hawkins> Carne Thomas. Martop shelf of a cupboard at the head janna skoglund, Emma Kinney,
of the cellar stairs in my grand- Loui£e
Sarah Caddy Carofather’s house. I was then at the jcna Robinson, Mrs. S. Olsen, Elvie
age where I knew what was in that Fuller, Nan Kinney, Ina Grant,
cupboard better than my grand- J Lena Jones. Addie Hilt, Ardelle
father did. There were old whale Hazelton. Helen Thomas, Ma. ie
lamps and fluid burners with two NUppla. They meet every Tuesday
Wicks, bottles with pictures on afternoon and for the month of
them pressed right into the glass., October made 1202 dressings,
candle moulds, snuffers, bulleJ The branch at Port Clyde mee*s
moulds, a powderhorn and several ’ at the Library, and is in charge
shot pouches made of leather. That I of Mrs. Madeline Pease, assisted by
grapeshot. however, I couldn't quite!Mrs Lilia Anthony and Mrs. Ethel
classify.
j Coffin. The workers are Bertha

Promised co-operaticn of Wash
ington OPA officials to rectify
procedures of which Senior Dep
uty Administrator John E. Hamifl
admitted he was “properly criti
cal." Edward C. Moran, Jr., State
Director cf OPA. Priday. stated
he is “staying on the job for the
present.”
Moran's
announcement
was
made following a State Directors’
meeting in Boston where his resig
nation as OPA State Director w’as
re used with Hamm’s statement
that ‘‘so far as I am concerned,
Moran has been drafted for the
duration.”
Moran offered his resignation in
protest against obstacles to success
ful adminictration of the OPA
program that he claimed had origi
nated through no fault of the
State Office or local War Price
and Rationing Beards. Hamm's
complete statement follows:
“On behalf of the 650 members
of the War Price and Rationing
Boards in the State of Maine, I
have refused to accept the resig
nation of Carl Moran, Maine OPA
State Director. Mr Moran was
properly critical of a number of
our procedures. Some of them can
be corrected and I intend to see
that these changes are made. Most
of tha restrictions which are so
disturbing to Mr. Moran are equal
ly distasteful to the Washington
organization, but unfortunately
are either outside of our control or
cannot be changed without special
enabling legislation.
"Despite the obstacles which be
set him in hi.< work, Mr. Moran has
done a truly amazing job. The
people of Maine can recognize and
appreciate his unselfish contribu
tion. The war on the home front
would suffer a severe blow if he
were to withdraw from his present
connection with OPA. As far as
I am concerned, he has been
drafted for the duration.”
Failure to furnish supplies and
materials with the result that the
handling of rationing programs
has been impeded was one com
plaint of the Maine Director who
earlier, this week, announced lo
cal Boards would fix their own
dates and procedures for the hand
ling of mileage rationing. Among
requests made by Mr. Moran were
said to have been assurances that
delays would be eliminated' and
that the State Office would be
delegated more power and author
ity to act as it saw fit in efficiently
conducting OPA affairs in Maine.

aghan, Phyllis Littlehale, Gussle
Chadwick, Izetta Breen, Isabelle
Clark, Edith Crockett, Janet Hop
kins, Visa Lowell, Ena Lowell, Dut
Lowell. Workers from Martinsville
are Margaret Simmons, Edith Mur
ray, Jean Bachelder, Marguerite
Wood, Mildred Pierson, Gertrude
Small and Thankful Harris. The
oldest worker is 84.
Workers in Glenmere are: Win
nie Simmons, Ella Hupper, Edith
Harris, Liza Wiley, Rosa Teel,
Gwen Dowling and May Barter.
These women meet every Tuesday
and Thursday afternoon and eve
ning and made during October,
1800 dressings.
The branch at Tenant's Harbor
meets at Masonic hall with Mrs.
James Cant in charge assisted by
Mrs. Mabelle Rose and Mrs. Jessie
Harris. The workers are Sarah
Fccte, Blanche Simmons. Josie
Conary. Daisy Davis, Mary Troup,
Deris Denen. Flora Miller, Myrtle
Taylor. Mrs. Bernard Smalley, Mrs
Talbot Aldrich, Mrs. Reardon,
Mary Marriott, Evelyn Hunnewell,
Louise Day. Gladys Davis, Olivia
Verrier and Mabel Wilson.
Workers who ccme from Long
Cove are: Lena Elgland, Betty
Watts, Sami Matson, Clara Han
son. Belle Anderson. Dagmar Malstrom. Fannie Eq$tedt. Fia Ander
son. Hazel Grey. Lempi Johnson,
Saima Lantz, Ceeste Googins. Lil
That was a cannon ball, my Jones, Norma Holmes. Enid Mon- lian Nelson, Eleanor Anderson.
These groups meet every Tuesday
aftemocn and evening and have
made 2386 dressings for October.
Many of the women are wearing
How to cut the cost of
the same uniforms they used in the 1
Heating Your Home
last World War.
Mrs Mabelle Rose who is in
charge of Red Cross sewing and
knitting, announces that the La
AMIRICA*S HOMI HIATINO IXMIT
dies’ Sewing Circle of the Tenant’s
Harbor Church and the O.E.S.
Aim-On Club will do Red Cross
Use the Right Size of Coal
sewing at their meetings.
any people are under the

impression that there is only
one size of anthracite coal. Many
others think'that it makes no
difference what size is used in
the furnace. Anthracite coal is
prepared and sold in several
home sizes. One of these sizes
will give best results in your
furnace and more useful neat
for the least money, or it may be
that a combination of sizes will
give you better results in your
particular heating plant.
Usually the size of coal to be
used is determined by the size
of the firebox. Fireboxes that are
24* or more in diameter and 16*
or more in depth require egg
•igc coal, jjioee that are 18* to

23” in diameter and 12* to 15*
in depth require stove size coal.
Those^that are less than 12’ in
depth usually require chestnut
size coal.
The figures noted above are
merely recommendations, sub
ject to change by other factors,
such as chimney construction,
draft conditions and location of
the house.
Your coal dealer by inspecting
your heating plant will be able
to tell you whether or not you
are burning the correct size coal.
If you feel that you are net get
ting satisfactory results from
your furnace consult your coal
dealer. He will be glad to assist
you with your heating problem^

I F’ecta Hopkins.
I*
’'**
| Mrs John Donovan of Cherry
Valley. Ill., is visiting her parents,
Mr and Mrs. Harry Lowell. Another daughter. Miss Elsie Lowell.

The first printing press in the
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Simmers new world was set up in Mex.co
Mr and Mrs Harold Hupper,
City.
spending a week at Deer Isle.
-----------------Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
Subscrlbe to The Courier-Gazette.

who has recently been at home I from a visit in Portland.

............... T7"7
~
I
has returned
er
- I
recticut.
I
Mrs. Andrew Breen an a •>. I
Herbert Murray have returned*

For the Present”

mander G. H. Reed, U.S. N. (D. D.S.)

(Third Installment)

PORT CLYDE

Mrs. Chester Fowles of Augusta
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Hamm Says Moran’s “Kick” Merton Anthony and was accompenred home by her mother Mrs.
Justified—“Staying On

Being In the Nature Of a Biography of Com

M
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EAST FRIENDSHIP
Miss Katherine Crane is ill in a
hospital in Stamford, Conn.
Albert Hussey is on Hupper's
Island for the Winter.
Mrs. Austin Havener Is visiting
in Portland for a few days, during
which time her son Lewis is with
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Al
mon Burns.
It’s always easy to tell when the
Nazis aren’t winning—they break
out into a rash of speeches.

sBm

TO

The

Foresighted planning by Scott Furriers, New England’s
Largest Fur Establishment, months before price rises
makes possible these astonishing values! Buy now and enjoy
the glowing warmth, enduring beauty and practical serviceability of a
SCOTT SUPER-BILT FUR COAT this winter and many winters-to-come!

Scott Super-Bilt Fur Coats
(Registered)

These Low Sale Prices TAX INCLUDED!
This Luxurious

Scott Super-Bilt

Biyt

NATURAL GREY
CHINESE KIDSKIN
FITTED COAT

Tax Included!

*179

»°w4e4''

Usually $249

L’furs

AND

FRIDAY

Established January, 1

" WRITES Tl
Dr. Wesley Wasgatt

a®

©pos

ISSUED
TUESDAY

5,19

Bt** SS0^contTS

Praises
O’Reilly General Hospital
enth Service Command, Spi
field, Missouri, Nov 6.
Editor of The Courier-Gazettr

I imagine you will be n
surprised1 to hear from me, b
you have had pointed out to
more often than usual of
those of us who travel far )
doxically think more of the I
town and its “contents” hi;
and otherwise than we do
wc are within the fold geograj
ally.
The Courier-Gazette i.s ch.,
me, at least this far on my a
career, andi I hope it may be
to keep up with me no in.
where I may travel. I came
here in mid-August, a very t
greenhorn in the Army ranks,
place which seemed to bt- oil
map as far as Rockland resui
were concerned It turns out
1 am stationed at one of the
pew Army hospitals laid out
each ward a separate wooden bi
ing, separated by covered corn,
This type is used as protei
against air attack, so that
unit is separate, and less liab
sustain severe damage in at
raid. Just why’ tney think it in
ed out in Missouri is another p:
lem.
The staff here i.s made ..
some of the keenest medical
surgical men, and their sup,)
specialists in this country
1.
are a number of Mayo-tra.
men, and some from the lar
medical centers of the countrv
We entered a “pool" out hen
which we were instructed in
army methods of doing thing .
paper work, etc., necessary to e;
on such a large installation
also received instruction in
close order dsrill, military custc
service and supply, finance, and
most any line you ask for
see, in an Arm, hospital out!,
Dr- Neil Fogg can testify, a o
tor may be called upon to run
job there !s, from actual doe’e
to mess officer, or finance ofl
or anything short of chaplain <
that is left out is for othe.
judge!)
This pool constantly num
from 100 to 125 doctors, of all a
and gsades I was selected 1
the pool to remain here on tin
manent staff. That ts a misn
lor we wiLl all undoubtedly be
cut of here in a few months oi

Watch For
MYSTERY SHOW
111

“CT»»»

0. E. S.
RUMMAGE SAL!
and

PUBLIC DINNER]
TUES., NOV. 17—11 t
MASONIC TEMPLE

uss

DINNER 50 CENTS

’O

AT'

fr

THOMAS'

CLEANUP
SUNDA'

i

Begins
Comb Over
Scrap Will Be Co]

If Scrap is too h<

200

w

10

, $\19

And Best of All
You May Still Enjoy the
Exclusive Features of

THE FAMOUS SCOTT
UNIQUE PAYMENT PLAN
Payments May Be Arranged To

'\\r» v

Suit Your Individual Budget
Conveniently and Economically!
Inquire!

TRADE IN YOUR OLD FUR COAT and
RECEIVE A LIBERAL ALLOWANCE!

or)

AND NOD
While wages ai
save for that DOWN'
by deposit
or buying

Rockland Loan
18 SCHOOL STREET

